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TRI-STATE DEFENDER 0
Sat., August 4, 1956 7 -
LeMoyne Memphis;
College Plays Invaluable Role
In City's Welfare And Growth
An early history which projects
its current and fdture service role
with prophetic accuracy belongs
to 85-year-old LeMoyne college, of
Memphis.
There was in this early his-
tory a determined building pro-
gram, despite great obstacles, for
a dedicated and necessary serv-
lee.
Too, this early history record-
ed the words of the late Dr. Fran-
cis J. LeMoyne — "I would not
have the institution confined to
any class or color but its benefits
and advantages accessible to all
iills whose conduct is orderlywhose character is creditable• • .''
These, but instances out of a
glorious past, stand in 1956's tur-
bulence, like a mirrored prophecy.
Their import is all the more
Significant when you view the in-
stitution's expansive new gymna-
sium, its plans for a new library
and hear President Hollis F. Price
Speak thusly of the interracial
faculty;
"At least this sets a pattern in
the way life in the South will go
in the future. . .People of differ-
ent races and backgrounds work-
ing together seems to me a very
necessary example in places and
times like these. . ."
LeMoyne has always been a
Center of Negro educational serv-
ice in Memphis and the surround-
ing area.
The history of this liberal arts
Institution goes back to 1862 when
taKiss Humphrey was sent to.
111111111phis by the American Mis-
sionary Association to begin ed-
ucational work. Four years later,
In 1866, a riot and the burnings
that accompanied it, wiped out
four Negro churches and 12 Ne-
gro schools — all of them.
But the American Missionary
Association, which remains the
major supporter of the college,
began again, and eight months aft-
er the riot, Lincolr Chapel school
erected at cost of $10,000 to ac-
comodate 150 children, had an en-
rollment of 2,000. This school serv-
ed also as a church.
I Financial problems arose later.
Lincoln Chapel was too small to
meet the needs. It was then that
Dr. Francis J. LeMoyne of Wash-
ington, Pa., a life member of the
,AMA, made available for use in
1
fM phis a gift of $2,000, which
,c1 already bequeathed in his
1.. to the Association.
1 So in 1871, after months of re-
modeling and rebuilding, LeMoyne
opened its doors as a Normal and
Commercial school, with 110 pu-
pils enrolled.
Tragic days fell on LeMoyne
during the yellow fever epidemic
of 1873. Dr. D. E. Cortle, the prin-
cipal, and his wife fell victims to
the fever and died. Prof. A. J.
Steele, who hoc recently joined
the staff, took chargi and remain-
ed as principal for 30 years. Le-
Moyne's devoted staff, given per-
mission to leave during the fe-
ver, chose rather to remain with
their plague-stricken students and
their parents
Dr. E. J. Ortman was first col-
lege president and it was under
Frank Sweeney that high school
work was dropped and the insti-
tution became a four-year college.
Dr. Price is the first Negro pres-
ident the college has had.
Today, accredited by the South-
ern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools and a char-
ter member of the United Negro
College Fund, LeMoyne's- future
course seems charted along path-
ways which include close align-
ment to its historic record of serv-
ice and a closer movement to the
ideal voiced by
Moyne.
the late Dr. Le-
C
Toge tiler They Progress
The ever changing programing, left dangling as given, the story
the ever improving faculty, the would not be told.
ever growing facilities plus the What is more significant about
impressive average of $14,000 these 400 enrollees at LeMoyne is
awarded annually in scholarship the fact that an estimated
aid to worthy students, many of percent of them are graduates of
whom would be unable to attain Memphis and Shelby county
a college education, reflect them- schools
selves in the works of LeMoyne Take the number of graduates
graduates here and in the far- turned out at LeMoyne. The larg-
flung corners of the globe. er percentage of them stay right
LeMoyne has an enrollment of here in Memphis and Shelby coun-
400-plus full time. students today, ty as teachers in the public
says President Price: "This year schools. Few colleges can match
we graduated 72 in our senior this record.
class and this is a considerable Look now at the number of sum-
increase over the number we were mer students. These classes are
graduating five years ago. filled for the most part with in-
Five years ago the average service teachers who need to im-
graduating class was around 50, prove themselves in order to do
he said, a more effective job in the public
This summer there are around schools, to keep abreast with the
225 students studying in two con- increasingly tightening require-
current sessions at LeMoyne, most ments for the classroom teacher.
of Needless to say, many would
be forced into terrific hardships
could they not turn to this local
institution, right in their own home
(or quite nearby), to continue
their studies.
LeMoyne has much more in
mind than drawing in the cream
the alumni drive that raised $10,-
000 towards the building of C. Ar-
of the crop of high school grads
When LeMoyne dedicated itswhen it 
makes available its $14,-
thur Bruce hall.
000 in scholarship aids, which in-
%%
cidentally, include eight four-year new 
$400.000 Health and Physi-
full tuition grants.
cal Education Building, C. Ar-
"We like to think," explains Dr 
thur Bruce hall, it was a great
day for the college but it was
Price, "that few people of out- also a great day for Memphisstanding ability are denied the op- a,,
an 85 year old partnership."
what the college speaks of as
portunity for a college education
simply because they lack t h e Made possible by gifts of themeans" 
What happens, you ask, to those 
alumni and friends, a grant from
the American Missionary Associa-scores of LeMoyne graduates who
do not go into teaching profes-
tion and funds from the National
sions? The answer is that they
Mobilization of Resources for the
are to be found in almost every 
United Negro College Fund, the
facilities of the new center havefield of endeavor. The annual re-
turns of alumni members include 
increased LeMoyne's usefulness as
doctors, lawyers, researchers, a community service agent.
ministers representatives from 
It has given the college an im-
the sundry areas. pressive setting for its cultural
For instance Samuel Goodloe, a events, a real arena for sports
activities including a swimming1946 graduate. Mr. Goodloe eirm
ed the BS degree. Today he is pool meeting requirements for of-
working for the Federal Civil Ser. ficial meets, a training space and
vice Commission as an assistant a stage on which its own players
to Dr. Wolcott B. Durham in the can present dramas.
Among the artists and groupsresearch department of Kennedy
General hospital in Memphis, the brought to C. Arthur Bruce hall
only Negro technician in the hos- by the college this season, a 11
pital's laboratory where he does open to the public, some at no
most of the institution's technical or very little admission, were Le-
research. ontyne Price, David Bar-Illan, the
Or, take the case of Mildred Xavier university choir, t h e
Crawford, daughter of a tenant Grambling college choir, Betty Al-
sharecropper Who was trying to len, Vera Little, Thomas Flagg
maintain a large family on 3S anbidoTrehethCanalysIsiso 
though, st.he newacres. Miss Crawford had her
hall has become a setting f o rheart set on becoming a teacher.
At LeMoyne she was able to get some of the community's out-
a part-time job in the library to standing programs.
help her through four years study. Groups which made use of the
hall last year included the RedA few years ago she studied
Cross, Moolah Temple, the YW-at Merrill Palmer school in De-
CA's Y-Teens, Omega Psi Phi fra-troit, affiliated with the Univer-
sity of Michigan, backed by a ternity, the How and Why club.
$1,400 Florina Lasker scholarship. Delta Sigma Theta sorority, the
I Memphis stands to get another Council of Negro Women, t h e
good teacher of elementary edu- Principal's Conference of Tennes-
cation and child development. see, Emmanuel Episcopal church,
Then there is Katheryn Bryan, Sigma Gamma Rho, Memphis
who after LeMoyne went on to Tuskegee club and the Fine Arts
Columbia university and f r om club.
there to Union Seminary. For a Another part of the "partner-
time she was preaching Le- ship" between LeMoyne and Me-
Moyne's doctrines in her mission- his, is the outstanding role its
faculty members play in the lifeary work in far off Haiti where
she was director of religious ed- of the community.
ucation for the Episcopal church. In addition to serving as elec-
Other graduates whose names tion officials, judges for such
are quite familiar include Dr. Ar- events as the annual spelling
thur Flowers, Dr. James S. Byas, bee and various essay contests,
Dr. Vasco Smith, Atty. B e n they are active as members of
Jones, Atty. Ben Hooks, Atty. H. the board of directors of Memphis
T. Lockard, Jesse Turner, CPA, Community Television Foundation,
Principal Blair T. Hunt, Dr. P. on the Committee for Juvenile De-
W. Bailey, Mrs. Loretta Kateo and linquency, on the Council for Aid
Mrs. Vivian Conley of Family
Se vi e  Alfr d B h
these being teachers.
And yet if those figures
PRESIDENT HOLLIS F. PRICE
LEMOYNE'S MOST RECENT
major physical addition w a s
MAD MAGICIANS OF 1335—
ir are some 
ot the stars
eMoyne college who in
days gone by made the insti-
tution one of the powers In
Southern sports, While Le-
this $400,000 Health and Phys-
ical Education Buildln g.
(Hooks Photos)
Moyne has not the outstand-
ing cage teams of the past
in recent years and has drop-
ped football for the time be-
ing, the school still carries on
a sizeable athletic program.
Seated from left are Richard
Davis, Robert (Round Head)
Lee, Bob Mason and Baker.
Standing, same order: Monk
Lewis, "Bo" Spearman, Chris
Roulhae, "Tiny" Duff, Henry
Rhyan, Clyde Turpiu and A.
A, Branch. (Hooks Photo)
r c ; Mrs. e eauc amp,
of Travelers Aid, Lonnie Brisco,
Walter Guy, E. P. Nabors, Dr.
Theo Roberts, pathologist and as-
sociate professor of Pathology at
New York Medical college; Mrs.
Deiois Jackson, head of the phy-
,sical therapy department, Mehar-
ry Medical college; Dr. Charles
Gilton, dean of the Theological
Seminary, Wilberforce university;
Dr. Hugh Gloster, chairman of
Communications Center, Hampton
Institute; Dr. Walter Hubbard and
Dr. Maceo Braxton, practicing at
Los Angeles General hospital, to
name a few.
LeMoyne's Alumni Association,
headed by Leroy Vann Johnson,
this year sponsored a reunion of
"6" classes. Since Mr. Johnson
became president in 1950 the asso-
ciation has reactivated the Alum-
ni Day, put down the Alumni walk
on the campus, continued the an-
nual scholarship and furnished 80'
chairs for the recently dedicated
hall, among other things.
There is being made an effort
now to establish clubs in all cities
where there are LeMoyne gradu-
ates and a move to bring a better
public relations program to the
college.
The first alumni president was
the late Moses Barbet, and serv-
ing since have been: the late Mrs.
Goen, Burt Roddy of Chicago; Dr.
P. W. Bailey, LaFayette Branch,
the late Mrs. Annie Branch, the
late R. H. Neville, Mrs. Maggie
Ratcliffe and retired letter carrier
T. R. McLemore, who served for
16 years and was chairman of
INTERRACIAL CONFER.
ENCE held at LeMoyne col-
lege this Spring on race rela-
tions Included as participants
these personalities. From left:
Dr. W. W. Gibson, chairman
of natural science, LeMoyne;
HANDSOME BROVVILEE
HALL houses the administra.
to Limited Children, on the Mem-
phis and Shelby County Commun-
ity Council, Advisory Committee
of Travelers Aid Society, with
Boys Scouts of America, the NAA-
CP, the Urban League, with Bluff
City and Shelby County Council
and Civic Clubs, Southern Region-
al and the Civic Research Com-
mittee.
They serve as speakers f o r
chapel services in our local high
schools, with YWCA and YMCA
groups.
happily, this fine contribution to
community life has not gone un-
noticed. This was in one way dem-
onstrated during the graduation
exercises of the LeMoyne Class of
1956 when, through the Union
Planters National Bank, an anony-
mous citizen made cash awards
to two faculty members "because
of their outstanding contributions
of service to the community in
the past few years."
Recipients were Miss Martell
Trigg, associate professor of so-
ciology, and Miss Juanita William-
son, professor of English.
The donor stated: "It is hoped
that other faculty members who
are contributing to the commun-
ity will feel this as a recognition
of all such services which they
render."
Still another phase of the "pail
nership" is economic — LeMoyne
spends more than a quarter mil-
lion dollars in Memphis annually
and this does not include that
spent by students and visitors. Im-
portantly, most or this money
comes from outside of Memphis,
not just money kept in circula-
tion here.
As a member of the United Ne-
gro College Fund the college an-
nually conducts in the Fall a fund
drive. In the period since 1946 the
people of Memphis have contribut.
ed almost $6,000 in these drives
However, LeMoyne college has re-
ceived more than $200,000 from
UNCF.
It was from a special campaign
of the UNCF called the Mobiliza.
tion of Resources that LeMoyne
received $333,840 in the last few
years as capital funds. In all Le-
-Moyne is slated to receive $675,000
from this campaign.
Dr. Price served-as director of
fund raising for the UNCF be-
tween August 1954 and September
1955 and in his absence Dr. W.
W. Gibson served as acting presi-
dent,
II
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tions operations at LeMoyne
college. (Hooks Photos)
The cost to students attending
LeMoyne college is comparatively
low because of the help the col-
lege is able to get from UNCF
and its major supporter, the Amer-
ican Missionary Association and a
public keenly aware of the work
the college is accomplishing.
Philip ML Widenhouse, of New
York, one of the 13 trustees of
the institution, is general secre-
tary of the AMA.
C. Arthur Bruce, chairman of
the board of E. L. Bruce com-
pany of Memphis, has served as
chairman of the board of LeMoyne
college since 1933.
Other trustees are Phillips
Bradley, of Syracuse, N. Y.; Wal-
ter Chandler, of Memphis; Edwin
Dalstrom, of Memphis; Truman B.
Hills Eastman, Scarsdale, N. Y.:
William F. Frazier, of New York;
Charles Goodman, of Memphis;
George Forbes, of Cleveland; T.
R. McLemore, of Memphis; Rev.
S. A. Owen, of Memphis; Dr. J.
A LANDMARK at LeMoyne
college Is this Original Le.
Levi Watkins, president S. A.
Owen Junior college; Ernest
Hooper, dean, LeMoyne;
Miss Margaret McCulloch, ex-
ecutive secretary of Integra-
tion Service; Miss Martelle
Trigg, associate professor of
sociology at LeMoyne a n d
conference plans chairman;
Dr. George Mitchell, of Atlan-
ta, executive director South-
ern Regional Council, confer-
ence speaker; President Hollis
F. Price, LeMoyne; Miss El.
E. Walker, of Memphis.
This spring LeMoyne college
was scene of an Interracial con-
ference on local race relations
which had as keynote speaker Dr.
George Mitchell, of the South-
ern Regional Council. Discussion
sessions were focused on the local
ommunity in the fields of educa-
tion, economics and the church.
So again, in its own way, Le-
Moyne college makes a positive
effort to help guide the people of
Memphis to an era of greater un-
derstanding in the field of human
relations.
What this institution has been
and is to Memphis is such a
"partnership" affair that few have
seriously thought of what it would
mean if even this partnership was
dissolved.
Happily, the horizon bears no
clouds indicating either party to
the "partnership" would consider
taking Memphis out of LeMoyne
or LeMoyne out of Memp,his..
And may it so be, ever. j
Moyne Bell presented by Mr.
and Mrs. John R. Love in
1870,
len Correll, religious educa-
tion director, St. Mary's Cath-
edral; George Grider, chair-
man of the Greater Memphis
Race Relations committee,
and Rev. Lionel Arnold, col-
lege minister. (Roland Photo)
s
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About the Bluff City . . . our and Mrs. A. T. Martin in the
folk are hieing off to the four, garden of their beautiful South,
corners of the country in quest! Parkway home last Friday, will!
of fun, relaxation and rest . , long be remembered. Evidence of
renewing and acquiring strong the world travels of Val, as she
links in the bond of friendship, is affectionately called by her
friends is seen throughout their
distinctive home — what with
their greenhouse containing rare
and exotic blooms from her Ha-
waiian trip of summer before last
• . . Orchids, ginger and bird of
paradise plants . not to men-
tion her domestic blooms — all
of which mark her a horticulturist
of no small means.
The outstanding al fresco cock-
tail affair was given a blend of
the mystery, intrigue and beauty
of the Orient with doezns of Ja-
panese lanterns brought back
the vacation exodus.
HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
, We're bursting with pride, ad-
miration and profuse congratu-
• lations to our recently appointed
and kinship. With another August
in our midst — with its attendant
Summer doldrums . . . and "dog
days" • . . pulses are quickened
by thoughts of vacation days dwin-
dling down to precious few. Mi-
lady is busily scanning the sleek
pages of her "bibles" of fashion...
wondering whither goest the waist-
line and the hemline , . . and
those once tempting pastels of ear-
ly summer, suddenly acquire a
wilted and bedraggled look beside
the chic blacks and browns of
. the fashion hour. Meanwhile, par-
ties, picnics and informal get-to- from Honolulu . . . delicately and
gethers set the pace socially — gaily colored with assorted color-
ed lights. Red lanterns adorned theamid the flurry of packing for
top of the garage that was the
scene of the lavishly stocked bar
. . and floodlights brought out
the sheer beauty of the garden's.
distinctive- sparkling fountain and
the surrounding flood-lit flower: principals . . . local Jack and gardens. The following fashionab-• Jill president, Helen Hooks of Mel- ly garbed guests were on hands . rose Elementary school . • . popu- to greet Dr. Williams S. (Bill); hr and genial Melvin Conley of, Martin and his wife, Rosetta from- Hyde Park . . . Othello Shannon•i Chicago — Dr. and Mrs. Leland4. of Porter Elementary . , . EleanoriAtkins, Dr. and Mrs. Fredrick
. Oglesby of Riverview . . . Eddie Ribers, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bland,
0. Rogers of Lester Elementary
' and well-liked, versatile A. B.
Bland who leaves Hyde Park to
bead Lester High.
•
as a work laboratory for anyone 
randson, Offinterested in the wide field of ed- , vels of miracle drugs. Miss Virginia Jones, of 3160 Car-
ucation. Graduate and practicing The Upjohn company, pharma-1
teachers, students of education, so- 
ceutical organization of Kalama- 1
cial worksts, nurses, leaders of ! 
zoo, Mich., said yesterday that
commvde d  unity o p 
hs-drocortisone — bringing relief
ratunodityparfeonrts oabrse npirnog- to millions of arthritic humans—
can also combat the dairy cow's
and participating in a rich and worst malady. ' !
balanced 24 hour program design- Dr. J. Lavere Davidson, head-Gavels will be pounding . . . in byterian Day School and tier son common problems of all. The pro-ance Company . . . a founder ted to meet the needs and inter- ing Upjohn's veterinary depart- Let us live a life of beauty.of the Blues Bowl Charity Foot- Buffalo. N. Y.. for the Alpha Philltandy. a n d Mrs. Charles Wil- 'gram is under the direction of Dr.!ests of children in different age ment, said a hydrocortisone corn- Like the springtime of the year;Alpha Convention . . . at Hamp-I1 i a m s, a teacher at Lausanne Mary Fisher Langmuir, interna-ball game .. , who walks and talks
groups. It is directed by Miss Ev- 
pound can fight bovine mastitis. That we may reap a golden bar-Va., for the Nat'l. Dental! school and her two daughters, Pa- tionally known child psychologist .as Oh presidents and statesmen, and i ton'confab . . . in New York City for. Known as "milk theif," mastitis vest.eine Onovake. Nursery School Di- seconder of the nomination of
the Nat'l Medical Association . . . rector at Yale Child Study 
cell: affects six million dairy c o w sthe late Senator Robert A. Taft!
through 
ter. or one-fourth of the nation's stock, 
When life's autumn days drawter of Ann and Sherman Cole-j ed vacation trip to St. Louis,
at the last Republican Conven- in Miami for National Federated man of Los Angeles, has been l 1,C eveland a n d points
FATHERS JOIN IN 
according to an agriculture de-
Ounrealirv'es would then be springtime
Clubs . . in Cleveland for the j visiting in our midst with her iin-•tion. The saga of this man has C •National Funeral Directors . . .lasa, out Illinois. and will be gone until Weekends, most fathers Join in 
part ment estimate,
wives and children. Speakers at e' 
ever,William Thompson, former!yet to be written . . . but his and in Washington, D. C. for the! August.—footsteps are well imprinted in the! popular alemphiali. While Linda!
sands of our times. !National Insurance Association .i • 1 was supposed to stop with herl The vacation saga continues ...
• • • !. . all of which will draw scores of '! aunt, after meeting and playing . . . with Martha Anderson who
Among the master degrees to our folk ! with cute Sharon Lewis, daughter has gone to Washington, D. C.,
the Institute have included Mrs. parks Probe The light of spring would neerAdvance news of these concerns! of Robert and Ruth Lewis, noth- •
recede.
be presented at Tennessee U's
Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins, he's' Eleanor Roosevelt, Dr. H. Z. Hor- BEDFORD, Ind. — (INS) —Aft-
ing could prevail her to part . . 
with the Silas Washington's. Pat-summer commencement this Sun-•
ter of London, England; Dr. An-w••° so a great deal of her visit was
' sy Witherspoon and her sister, day, will be those of Memphis' own i an Alpha regional director, h 
er 10 Bedford High school girlswill be met at Buffalo by his spent with her little friend. Wil- Odessa Pope, are tickled pink in; drew D. Hunt, Director of Pedia- It would overcome the shadows,Nat D. 
Williams and Robert;
tric Service, Hunterdon Medical 
became pregnant in two years,welt- uncle and wife — Dr. and Mrs. Of the autumn in our lives;(Bob) 'Morris . . . two of 
our  . ham and Linda headed to St. Lou- having their other sister. Ernestine , the Bedford Times-Mail began a
And what we thought would beseries on community conditions
written by an unnamed mother.! sunset,
h d In the sunrise in the skies.
POETRY
CORNER
• • rs. Booth, t e vkife of Philiping her mother and brothers, ‘. 1 , . _nual lawn party and picnic at the Northcrosi being the local gradu- ars ! maceautieal meeting at Detroit,
S. Booth. jr. and the mother of 
teen-agersA B Owens, A. B., jr., and via- taking with him his neice, Betty 
,
lovely home of Rev. and Mrs. H.] ate delegate. Lewis and Edna!
. . 
two sons, Philip Booth, HI, a re-H. Jones on Arkansas, last Wed-
con- ' following their trip to Blue Ridge,
Swingler will be oa hand too, !
The Wilson Alexanders of Louis-; tin. Arneda heads to New Yorktent Morehouse college graduate,
and Christopher Roulhac Booth, is 
Stages $400 Holdup
ham and Addie Owens Jean Hamilton and Arneda Mar-
genial guests . . . music and spot.! N. C., to a Y meeting, where they ville — both former Memphians,! from Detroit.
she being one of the well-known Mr. and Mrs. James 
Hender-lactive in social, civic and educa- ! A young bandit, posing as a cus-lighted beauty of the grounds of are headed to Chicago to pick up 
!non circles in Memphis, and is tomer, held up the N. Prieb andthe lovely garden, marking the oc- Edna•s sister before going to Buf-1 Nesbitt sisters, along with Mrs. son of 2797 Yale have returned" acasion one of sheer delight for falo. At the convention, L. 0.1 E. E. Nesbitt who also now makes! from their vacation in California! pal church.
member of Emmanuel Episco-! Company Cleaners at 4948 West
members and guests alike , will be one of several national of- her home in Lcuisville, have been t• where they visited his brother, 
! Madison and escaped with $400.
! ficers who will be given special!
a • • visiting relatives and friends and ! Mr. and Mrs. Claude Henderson.Popular Doris and I. S. Bodden awards. His record n ith his fra-' have been the recipients of man 1Y in Sacramento and friends in San
Thursday night. marking their
were hosts to a formal dinner last ternity is an exceptional one . . •
has been a member for 30 years, Well-known Arnetta Wallace, rie Moore, went to Chicago to visit
I Francisco. Their daughter, Car-social courtesies.
19th wedding anniversary at their 15 of which he served as editors! AKA's national basileus, was a her dad, Willie Moore and an aunt,beautiful Polk Avenue home. High- in-chief of the Sphinx, official or-' recent visitor . . . and she was Mrs. Bynetta Spencer. Anotherlighting the decorations for t h e gan of Alpha . . . 3 years as !joined by her husband, w e 11- stopping place for Carrie was Cin-dinner were the dozen American Southern vice president and he, known Dr. Bob Wallace, a long cinnati, where she was the guestBeauty roses that were given Dor- 1 of another aunt, Mrs. Fannie John-is by her husband and the beau- Southern regional conference to Ppblishing House at Nashville and son. The family is now back attiful centerpiece of gladioli and ! now executive dean of Chicago' home after their wonderful vaca-Memphis next Spring.daisies that were the focal point; • * a I Baptist Institute. While here they tions of more than three weeksof the attractively-laid table. Their! enjoyed the hospitality of Ruth and in the two different sections of the1 The lure of the Dental confab ! s . - •guests were Mrs. E. G. Dunning,! Ted Beauchamp and several of country.is calling Dr. and Mrs. W. H.wife of Dr. E. G. Dunning of El ea_ their friends. And to end this missive of so-Young, who, following the convDorado, Ark.; Mrs. G. E. Morris,. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kinch of cial events and local chit-chat ...tion. wfil proceed by boat from Houston, Texas, were recent visit- Alma Booth sends word to her
ors of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Long- many friends that she has had astreet on South Parkway and Mrs. wonderful Summer at Vassar Col-
Longstreet's sister, Mrs. Madge lege . . . and will be chock-full-
theam or , onn.national convention of Fedora- 
; o' news and details when she re-Dr. and Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite 
Johnson.
ted Clubs. Other guests were Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Mack Davis and turns to Memphis in the nearhave been vacationing in Balti-and Mrs. B. G. Olive and their are away on an extend- f future.more for a couple of weeks an& familyhouseguest, Mrs. Bessie Perkins
they will he among those in at-of Chicago. The Boddens were ,
tendance at the Hampton conven-pleased as punch in acquiring the;
tion . . . ditto for Dr. H. M.very first fail turkey of the annual
Prophet of Helena, Ark.crop of the 0. L. Simpson famed One phase of the Dentists' con-farm. 
vention will be their Auxiliary's
v.i e o e late r. . o o
Hampton to NYC for a whirl aboutCamden, Ark.; and Mrs. Sadie
Gotham and then head to theThompson of Little Rock, who
aristocratic, suburban lure ofwere enroute to Miami to attend
s a . I
-Pink With Mink" Fashion show!Rubye Harris Gadison invited an , .. . and our charming Ethel yen-intimate group of friends to re- !. son, who is the national secretary,new their friendship with former will find herself right in her ele-schoolmate and friend Mayella ment of fashions, elegance andHadley Stingaler of East Elm- the unusual. Everything in theburst, L. 1., N. Y., who has been show will feature pink — running!visiting here with her-two charm- the gamut from the pale pastel!;.-
. ing daughters. The attractive pan- hues to the warm deep roseselled den of Rubye's home on Flor- all highlighted with mink — fromida, last Weanesday, was the either modest buttons to lush col.
scene of the reminiscing that went lars, pockets, capes and etc. That,'— on as the gay group resurrected I would love to see!
- the past and foretold the future. IN AND OUT OF TOWN
- On hand were Martha Anderson,! Rev. and Mrs W. H. Amos . . ..!- Helen Prater, Almazine Davis,1 the former Manassas High teach-
Kitty Simmons and "yours truly" er and wife, Alice, of the Mason...and a delightful time it was. .. clan . , . now of Detroit, where
accompanied by tempting refresh- he pastors St. John CME church,!silents and delectable canapes and attended the ChIE Youth confer„
✓ hors d'oeuvres.
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There are parties . .
PARTIES — and the one of Dr. Little Linda Coleman, daugh-
* *
Astute civic and political lead-
er, Lt. George W. Lee, was coy-
. ered with glory at last Sunday's
dedication of the George W, Lee
Post Office at Mason Temple. This
signal honor marked first time a
post office building has been nam-
ed for a Negro. Mr. Lee has an
• • tute, by scholarships sponsored by opportunities to participate in artsenviable record of 
achievement. Samuel Crossley, Mr. a n d Mrs. Vassar college, Memphis Vasar and crafts, rhythms and group. . . being a member of the Re-! Louis Hobson, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- 
Alumni and Beta Epilon Omegapublican Stale Executive Commit- ert B. Lynom, Miss Gertrude :singing balance the academic pro-chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha so-' The theory behind the in.tee, . . . nationally reknown au-,! Walker. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Beau-,rority. stitute is that living, playing andthor and writer . . . an orator! champ, William Weather, Miss! Other Memphians attending the ' working together in close contactpar excellent , .. the Grand Com-!! Jewel Gentry and William C u 1-131st institute for family and corn- with authorities in Family and
Elks . . . a director and man-
missioner of Education for thel breathe of Atlanta Ga.
fmunity living at Vansar are Mrs. Community, give parents a n dCONVENTION CALLSager of vast Atlanta Life Insur-! 1 •H Reiter Webb, a teacher at Pres- teachers a new insight into the
GOLF TOURNAMENT SPEC-
TATORS: Among the scores of
spectators at the recent Cen-
tral States Golf Tournament
held at Audubon Park, July
19.26, this attractive quartette
was seen strolling the f a i r-
ways. Left to right are: Miss
Cecelia Willis, Mrs. Betty
Young, Mrs. Clementine At-
kins Hughes and Miss Betty
Johnson. (Withers Photo.)
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Laillus 
Mrs . A. Booth Attends Summer Miracle Drugsand Mrs.
and Ih.Irss. EHoodldliesn,Ppricrc,B.MBr..
Phillips, Mrs. Juanita Cole, Dr. 
and Mrs. E. Frank White, Miss Ins 
•titute At Vassar College
Qualls, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Qualls, Mrs. Alma Booth, principal of mela and Diann. and for 15 years director of the For Cow, Too
Naomi Creswell, Mrs. Ida Mae
jr.. Dr. and Mrs. IV. H. Young, Mr. Keel school for Crippled Children, .INSTITUTE THEORYand Mrs. George Stevens, Mr. and i., using
her vacation time to At the summer institute, lam-Mrs. Alex Dumas, Mrs. Maude 3
broaden her horizons for better lies go to college, studying childBright, Lawrence Wesley, Mr. family and community living at development and family and corn-and Mrs. Taylor Ward, Mr. and--' --- the Vassar College Summer Instis munity relationships. In addition,Mrs.
I ence at Mt. Olive Cathedral
bringing with them 15 of his youn.i
and people and their two chaperone,
COMO DRUG STCYZE
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry Prescriptions
picked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limit-
ed amount.
Vic Como, owner Wrn. Pippin, druggist
1014 Mississippi Blvd. Ph. WH. 2-1721
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
for special week end programs 1
planned so that they can share School Pregnancythe Institute experience with their,
Ca
box dance, Saturday, July 21, at
the Foote Homes auditorium.
Highlight of the gala affair was
the neki-hokey contest, which was
won by Mary "Bonnie" Webber
and George. They received a pearl
necklace and earning set and a
dressy belt, respectively. Another
novel feature of the dance was
the featured attire of all guests
— black slim urns and pink coral
blouses.
Members and officers are Thir-
heart is James Weathers.Miss Bobbie Wash, executive di.
rector of the Tenn.-Ark.-Miss. The Socialite club held their last
. lie Galloway, 83 Claybrook. An-
Council of the Girl Scouts, Head. meeting at the home of Mrs. Wil-
quarters at 16 Poplar, is leav
hag for Washington, D. C. on Aug. ni au:Inc epnairetnyt scwhaesduliendadfeor of 
Aug. 1 to become council advisor on
the National Staff, Girl Scouts, U.
!Mrs. Mary Dell Gilliam on Randle
and the next club meeting with
S. A.
. !St,
Miss Wash assumed directorship
of the local girl scout council in
Memphis from the Little Rock,
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Banes,Ark. countil,
July 14, at 112 White st. Follow-
During her tenure of office here, ing their regular business meet-
the girl scout membership has ! in-
, president, members and guests
g led by Mrs. Simmons, the
doubled, and the camping oppor-- I
enjoyed delicious barbecue and re-[unities for girls in the TENN- '
freshing ice cream and watermel-
ly accelerated. In August, 13, the on. Mrs. Akines, reporter,
ARK-MISS council has been great-
coundl camping program w a s
serving 1,034 girls and now, this
number has increased to nearly
2,500. The Negro camp for girls,
long a dream of the camping corn-
derful opportunity now to have
outdoor experiences the y e a r.
will be given away. Tickets are
round."
50 cents and the public invitedSince 1953. the jurisdiction of the
to . attend. Members of the clubTENN-ARK-MISS council has been
enjoyed a barbecue chicken sup.
by). 
from one county :Shel-
per, beautifully served by the host.
South. 
to 10 counties in the Mid-
(Counties served: Shelby, I ass. Mrs. Annie Mae Harris, 11-0
porter.
Vassar Summer Institute. 
Fayette, Tipton, Lauderdale in
Tennessee: Crittenden in Arkan-
The Children's School, an essen- Panoli, Tate in Mississippi)! Ailing cows are taking their placetial part of the program, serves 9in line with humans for the mar-, Miss Wash will be succeeded by








kell Stovall, president; Mary Cha- The Bronze Teens Social club
ney, vice president: Emily Petti- gave their first casual pants, juke-
grew, secretary; Peggy Hilliard,
Oelia Pickett, Marcella Fox, Pa-
tricia Matlock, Ann Hines, and




The Twelve Matrons Social club
met Sunday week at the home of
Mrs. Ellen night, 2 W. Fields,
with Mrs. Marie Griffin as host-m anditte s 
Miss 
wbausihlt saat ySs.a e  Miss:N e.
cerned plan for their forthcoming
ess. The business discusion con-
gro girls of Memphis have a won- lawn carnival to be given Sun.
day, Aug. 12, at 2 W. Fields. A
round-trip fare to the St. Louis
Center: Dr. Harold Lett, Dept. ofknown educators. Realms can be 
Maurice Gleason of Chicago, who isbefore going to Chicago where! Turner of Los Angeles, here for
Education of New Jersey; Dr. Alwritten about Nat . . . and this and the Medical convention, to
will motor with them to New York they'll join Linda's mother, Ann. a visit. The family held a reunion exander Essex, General Practition-is but another in his list of covet-, ! Vivacious and fun-loving Ora at the Roberts' homeplace at Ger- er, Cardiff, Associate Travistock e
' stop at Hotel New Yorker. 0th- ,ed accomplishments. Lee Owens O'Neilof Kansas City. mantown, Tenn. . . . Speaking S let us live the life of beauty,SOCIAL HIGHLIGHTS former Memphis teacher and the Witherspons  Dr. Win-
of• Institute on Human Relations, Lon- that the reason for so much de- - °. ' . .Like the springtime and the fall,
' ers heading for Alpha's 50th and
I don, England.SKC club member has been Visit- ! therspoon has gone to the Phar- 
linquency is that parents have
where our lights and shadows
Golden anniversary will be Dr.
The Elite Club held their an- Theron and Nell Northcross — Dr. • ' lost the faculty of saying `no' to mingle,
And where God controls them all.
By Mrs. Mabel Kelly Wright.
As we relived each perfect deed;
Although the shadows fall at eve-
ning,
The VIP club met at the hom#
• * •
Mrs. Fluker
I Mrs. Ethel Lee Fluker and her
grandson, Jerald Louis Powell of
1958 Carver, are off to the Windy
City and also Detroit.
During their time spent away
from home they will visit relatives
and friends in both cities.
Family Favorite •
...with Meals!
Sparkling bottles of bright, right Coca-Cola
complement your best-planned meals . compliment
your inherent good taste. To make good food taste even
better, serve delicious Coca-Cola at mealtime.
It's your family's favorite refreshment!
(a
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY IT
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
67) 1956, THE COCA COLA COMPANY
4,
Cene ,, PL,b. Co., 640 Filth Ant , New Toy* 19, N. Y.







By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
I Dear Readers, I sincerely hope is reported much improved.
you performed you: civic duty and Mrs. Pauline Caruthers was in
went to the polls to vote in the
primary election held on Aug. 2.
Who knows what the count of your
vote may mean? To those of you
who haven't registered, don't de-
lay any longer. We have the priv-
ilege, let's use it.
Now for a bit of social news.
Most clubs have disbanded for
the summer but the Atomic Bridge
club still seems to be going full
force. I was guest at their meet-
ing on last Wednesday night when
the Hub city the past week as
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Goodrich and her sister, Mrs.
Gracie Hurst.
Detroit. Mich. finds Mrs. Emma
Spann visiting her granddaughter,
Miss June Spann and ni a n y
friends.
Mrs. Estelle Tyson is guest of
her brother and sister-in-law. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Walker of St.
Louis, Mo. She motored to St. Lou-
is with her husband and Miss Ora
Mrs. Essie M. Perry entertained. Ellington.
Mrs. Gladys Bronaugh is efficient- NEW TEACHERS ADDED
ly filling the place of Mrs. Vern
Walker while she is away on her
European tour. Other members
playing were Mesdames Marie
Moore, Georgia Atkins, Vivian Bell
ed cold cuts, cheese, rye bread,
pickles, delicious punch, sherbet,
ice cream and cake. It was also
prize night as contract bridge
scores are accumulated and priz-
es given monthly. Prizes went to
J. T. Beck, Mrs. Bell and S. H.
Bronaugh.
VOWS PLEDGED
Mrs Mary Cunningham a n d
Rev. Ross Brooks were joined in
Holy Matrimony by Rev. B. L.
Goodwin at the home of Mrs.
Three teachers will be added to
the city teachers staff w hen
school opens at the end of this
month. They are Mrs Rosetta Mc-
Kissack, Mrs. Maxine Stewart
and Messrs. J. T. Beck and S. and Mrs. Emma Pearson. Mrs.
H. Bronaugh. Another guest was McKissack was formally instruc-
Mrs. Catherine Taylor During the tor of political science at Lane
break of bridge, everybody enjoy-I college. Mesdames Pearson and
Stewart have taught in the coun-
ty.
Philip Reynolds, recent gradu-
ate of Lane college with a major
in music has been employed at
West High school as instructor of
band. Reynolds is well known in
this section for his orchestra and
we are sure West High will be
proud of him as band instructor,
this being their first attempt with
a band.
YOUTH WINS
Emma Mann, who resides in Mad- ORATORICAL CONTEST
ison County in the St. John No. Delegates from First Baptist• I
II Community. Only a few of their church who attended the Youth
very close friends were present Encampment and Tennessee Bap-
in the lovely home decorated with tist Leadership and Educational
beautiful cut flowers. Vocal num- Congress which was held at S.
bers were rendered by guest A. Owens Junior college, July 11-
singers and those present enjoy- 20 were: Misses Patricia Cunning.
ed delicious ice cream and cake ham, Evelyn Northern, Ethel De-
immediately following the cere- berry and Miss Emma Roebuck
mony. who served as chaperone.
Mrs. Brooks is a retired Madi-
son County school teacher and re-
sides on Orchard st. Rev. Brooks
is pastor of Pilgrim's Rest Bap-
tist church of this city
The Youth Oratorical Contest
was held for the State of Tennes-
see on July 18 at which time
Miss Patricia Cunningham won,
speaking on the subject, "Amer-
IN AND OUT OF TOWN ica's Best Answer to the Chal-
Vacationers are still on the go. lenge of Communism". In Septem-
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. James ber, Miss Cunningham will go to
Spann on Riverside dr. is Mrs.
Pearl Bentley, Mr. Spann's sis-
ter, Mrs. Bentley has been living
Denver, Colo, to represent Ten-
nessee in the National Convention
to compete for the $1,000 scholar-
for a number of years in New ship with youth from other states.
York City with her daughter, Mrs. The very active young lady is the
Bernice Royan. While in Jackson daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
she will spend several days with Cunningham. She is a senior at
her sister, Mrs. Jennie Butler who Merry High school and holds the
resides in Bemis, Tenn.
I Mrs. M. Kate Smith and her
mother, Mrs. Josephine Callier
are very proud of their young
guests. They are their grand and
'great grand children, Brenda and
Gabrielle Haugh from Kansas City. Cunningham, Lucille Finley, Lau-
Also in their home is J. P. Cal- ra Hoyle, Esther Thomas and
her, son of Mrs. Callier from Misses Rosa Montgomery, Glenda
Youngstown, Ohio. Mrs. Callier. Faye Cunningham and Rachel
who has been ill for a few months Light.
position of pianist for Sunday
School and BTU of First Baptist
church.
Other Jacksonians attending the
meeting for one day were Mes-
dames Mable Davis, Josephine
Winner Now Egypt. Planes
To Sudanese
Claims The 
CAIRO — (ANP) — Seven Althea Gets
'Gentry New Top Coach
At Tennessee State U.
NEW COACH — Howard C.
Gentry, named head football
coach at Tennessee State uni-
versity by the president, Dr.
Walter S. Davis, is shown
here surrounded by his lam'
ily following the announce-
ment, with attention on the
family's big interest — foot-
ball. Left to right are: How-
ard jr , 4; Mrs. Gentry, Comb
Gentry, and Carol, 7. Gentry
succeeds the late henry A.
Kean, Ishii picked the new
coach as one of the his assist-
ants, eight years ago.
By EARL S. CLANTON III
NASHVILLE — Howard C. Gen-
try. Tennessee State university's
interim coaching committee chair-
man, was named successor to
Henry A. "The Fox" Kean as
head football coach laat Monday No admission or charges for ad-
by Dr. W. S. Davis, university vice or information.
president.
I At Tennessee. Kean captured
three national crowns and posted
a 163-31-5 lifetime record.
Coach Gentry, guiding the Tig-
ers under the committee chair- pi 
.oyment are invited to attend the
manship, chalked up a 7•2 rec- "Veterans Benefit clinic."
ord last season. Tennessee s grid-
iron mentor served as line coach 
under Kean from 1949 until 1955 . New York's harobr covers 1.500
when he took over coaching chair- square miles
manship.
FIRST COACII Jon
Tennessee's Tigers will be the
first head coaching assignment
for the Ohio-born All-SIAC (1943)
tackle. Gentry served as assist-
ant to his college coach, 1S'i11iam
"Bill" Bell, at North Carolina A.
and T. ,following World War II
and at Central State college be-
fore joining Kean at Tennessee in
1949. •
Coach Bell said: "I think Gen-
try will make a fine coach. I
worked with him right after he got
out of service and 1 found him
to be a fine fellow and a good
family man." Bell continued.
"Gentry was one of the best ath-
letes I ever coached while at Flor-
ida."
"The Tigers will keep the Kean-
coached Notre Dame T•formation
with one variation." Gentry re-
vealed. -I believe in a well bal-
anced running and passing attack
which means that our system will
not be altered, but we will run
the ball a little more."
PLAYED FOR BELL
At Florida A and M, under
Coach Bell, Gentry played sin-
gle wing football that gained him
stardom as a tackle. At Camp
Lee 2nd Lt. Gentry was a regular
on the post team from 1942 to
1945. At Columbus' West II i g h
school Gentry starred in football,
basketball and track. In 1937 and
1938 the Tigers' new boss won the
All-City tackle slot.
Gentry's staff of Shannon D.
Little, J. C. Coffee, S. Raymond
Whit mon, Forrest Strange and
Cornelius Jones will remain in-
tact for the present.
"I have the utmost confidence
in the coaching staff," Coach
Gentry, a family man, is the
a great team."
Gentry, a family man, Is the
proud father of two children, a





Eagles To Play Five Of The Top
CIAA Football Teams This Season
DURHAM, N. C. — North Car-
nolia college's 1956 football Ea-
gles have a nine game card, open-
ing in Durham on Sept. 22 with
an interracial classic featuring
the Florida A and M Rattlers as
for the Eagles, including CIAA
champion Maryland State, NCC's
homecoming opponent on Oct. 20.
PLAY AGGIES IN CLASSIC
The Eagles close out season
play on their own gridiron on
opponents. This will be a Saturday Nov. 22 in their traditional Caro-
night tilt slated for Durham lina Classic tilt on Thanksgiving
Athletic park. Day with A and T college.
Eight other games are on tap NCC's home schedule includes,
in addition to Florida and Mary-
land, St. Augustine's at Durham
Athletic park (Saturday night),
Oct. 6, and Benedict, Olcell
Field, 2 p.m., Nov. 10.
Herman Riddick's charges, C.
I. A. A. champions in 1953 and
1954, and fourth place loop finish-
ers last season, are out to de-
throne the Marylanders of Coach
Vernon "Skip" McKain this sea-
son. The Eagles figure they have
the kind of schedule this year
that will enable them to claim
national recognition if the grid-
ders "come through."
Games away from Durham for
the Eagles include Morgan at Bal-
timore, Sept. 29; Virginia State
at Petersburg, Oct. 13; Shaw at
Raleigh, Oct. 27; ad South Car-
o
nual Pennsylvania State Lawn Ten-
lina state at Orangeburg, Nov.
3.
nis tournament.
By winning, Miss Gibson be-
This year's schedule includes
came the top seeded player in
five of the nine first division clubs
from last season: Maryland, A
and T, Virginia State (finishing
in that order) sixth place Shaw
and ninth place Morgan.
FOUR ARE TOUGHER
Heavy Title
TORONTO, Ont., Canada — Ar-
chie Moore, light heavyweight
champion and the leading con-
tender for heavyweight honors,
successfully gambled and won
here last Wednesday night,
stripping James J. Parker, Do-
minion champion, in 2:02 of a
gorey fight in Maple Leaf Sta-
dium.
Moore gambled, because, had
he lost, his chances of landing a
September- heavyweight title bout
with Floyd Patterson would have
conceivably lessened.
BIG CROWD ATTENDS
But here within view of 22,000
paying clienteles, who kicked in
$123,000. Moore, turned what was
erroneously billed as a world hea-
vyweight championship fight into
a virtual massacre, as he punch-
ed Parker into a bloody :pulp be-
fore Referee Billy Burke halt-
ed the sordid affair.
I Moore, who weighed 1861/2
pounds to 211 1-4 for his taller,
younger opponent, had absolutely
fso trouble at all. He cut Parker
in the left eyebrow as early as
the third round and hammered at
him the rest of the way.
As Archie continued the orgy
for the benefit of thrill-loving fans,
blood — from Parker — splatter-
ed all over the place, soiling the
attire of dinner-jacketed reporters
and other ringsiders.
Rocky Marciano, who w a a
working the bout as a reporter,
also caught a splash of the crim-
son. Moore is hoping to succeed
to the title Rocky vacated a few
weeks back.
PARKER OUTCLASSED
The Moore-Parker bout was
strictly a one-sided affair. It was
merely a question of how long
Parker would last, and to Moore's
way of thinking that was nine
rounds.
He backed Parker into a corner
in that frame and pounded him so
unmercifully that the referee had
to step in and put a stop to the
unnecessary bloodletting.
But even though the fight was
ene-sided it was a profitable vent-
ure financially. Both Moore and
American promoter Jack Kearns
shared heavily in the receipts.
Egyptian-made military training
aircraft were officially handed
over to Sudanese ambassador
Babaker El Dib here on behalf up Post In'me%
of the Egyptian government.
The seven aircraft, piloted by
youpg Sudanese officers
have just completed their train-
taking with them an Egyptian
left immediately for Khartaum,
taking with them as Egypt;an
military delegation which w i 11
participate in a ceremony mark-
ing the reception of the aircraft
in Khartoum.
en n Meet
PHILADELPHIA — Althea Gib-
son, co-champion with Angelo Bux-
ton of the Wimbledon women's
doubles title, moved toward a
possible tournament champion-
ship here last week as she defeat-
ed 17-year-old Mary Ann Mitch-
ell, San Leandro, Calif., 6-2. 11-9,
in the third round of the 57th an-
the tournament.
Louise Brough, the top seeded
player and last year's Wimble-
don women's singles titlist, was
eliminated by Karol Fageros, 8-6,
6-4. The Hawks, Aggies, Trojans
Both Miss Gibson and Miss Fa- and Morgan Bears are grea
tly
geros competed in the recent strengthened over
 last season and
tournament at River Forest, Ill., Shaw is reportedly better off 
in
where Althea by beaten in the depth
finals by Shirley Fry, current In CIAA ratings for 1955, Mary-
Wimbledon singles champion, 7-5,
6-1. Miss Fagers lost to Miss Fry
in the semi-finals, 6-2, 6-2.
6-2, 6-2.
Upon her return. Althea said
she hopes to reverse the loss to
Miss Fry at Wimbledon. She was
on her way to defeating Miss Fry
in the Clay Court tournament, lead-
ing in the first set, 5-2, before
withering in the later games.
She said then that she was ired
and did' kow if se would play
i e Pesylvaia ou
ore
werig in the later games.
She said then that she was tired
and didn't know if she would play
in the Pennsylvania tournament.
Yet the third round of the Penn-
sy's found her the top seeded wom-
an player in that tournament.
Miss Gibson was runner-up last
year to Miss Brough.
Barbers Wanted Everywhere!
Short Course Prepares You - FREE Course To The
Handicapped - REGISTER NOW! Don't Wait Until
Deadline.
!MILER BARBER COLLEGE
173 South Second Phone JA. 5-9653
land won the championship with
a 7-0 record and a Dickinson
rating of 26.67. A and T was run-
ner-up with a 4-1-1 record and a
Dickinson of 22.91. The Virginia
State Trojans' ended season play
with 4-0-3 record and a Dickin-
son of 22.50. NCC's count last sea-
son of 21.50.
Other first division clubs and them
won-loss and Dickinson counts:
5th place: tVinston-Salem, (5-1-1 i;
21.25; 6th place, Shaw (4-2-2):
19.28; 7th, Delaware (5-1-0) 19.16;





PITTSBURGH — Roberto Cle-
mente providing a thrilling finish
to a game between the Pittsburgh
Pirates and the Chicago Cubs here
last week as he hit an inside-the-
park homer with the bases load-
ed to give the Bucs a 9-8 victory
over the Cubs.
Clemente drove the first pitch
from reilefer Jim Bresnan against
the light tower in left field, and
then scampered home behind
Hank Foiles, Bill Virdon and Dick
Cole to best the throw to the
plate. Bronson relieved Tur k
Lowan who had walked Foiles, al-
lowed a single to Virdon and an-
other walk to Cole.
At the time Clemente blasted
his homer, the Bucs were trail-
ing, 8-5.
A BIG PRODUCTION
GAMBLING, La. — The foot-
ball factory at Grambling college
accounted for 3,381 yards on 496








Words of the Wise
Byer) if the time for action
has gone by, the time for ex-
tracting a lesson from history
Is ever at hand for those who
are wise. —(Demosthenes)
A "Veterans Benefit Clinic" Is
being conducted by Atty. James
F. Estes at the home office of
the Veterans ' Benefit Inc., 860
Vance ave., every Tuesday after.
noon between 1:30 and 5.30.
All veterans, widm‘s and depen-
dents seeking information on vet-i
erans benefits, affairs, pensions.
insurance, compensations and cm-
in two states.
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ANGOLA, Ind. — (INS)—Two
Angola brothers nursed pain-
ful injuries Monday because
their pet raccoon tried to drive
an automobile,
Donald Lee, 16. suffered sev-
eral fractured ribs, cuts and
bruises, and his 15-year-o 1 d
brother, Frank, has a fractured
Jaw and seseral teeth missing
because the raccoon, riding in
the car with them, grabbed at
Donald's arm.
The car v.ent out of control
and hit a tree. Damage to the
car was estimated at $600.
The raccoon emerged unhurt.
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"Pet Milk Baby of the Week
ju.st one of the millions of happy, healthy babies
raised on Pet Evaporated Milk
PARTEE PEPPERS, IR. - 7 Months
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Portee Peppers
197 W. McKellar Ave. - Memphis, Tenn.
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
More of America's happy, healthy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
INTER YOUR BABY PHOTO TODAY'
If ysitir baby has been fissi Pat lo•gooretsd Milk, end fe
Mu then I yiters 4.1 •.• tot in tt.s ..upon •nd send
Photo t•
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LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER—EVERY WEEK.
IF ONLY MONEY COULD TALK
IT WOULD SURELY SAY:
"RIDE THE BUS!"
AS THE DOLLAR VALUE CONTINUES TO DECREASE,
IT WOULD SEEM THE GREAT AMERICAN PUBLIC
WOULD REVERT TO SOME OF THE THRIFTINESS OF
THEIR ANCESTORS,
BUT THEY DON'T!
CONVENIENCES AND FOOLISH IDEAS OF INDEPEN-
DENCE SEEM MORE IMPORTANT TO THEM THAN
DOLLARS AND COMMON SENSE.
SAVINGS RANGING FROM '200 TO
'1,000 ANNUALLY ARE WITHIN
GRASP OF MANY MEMPHIANS AND
SHELBY COUNTIANS - THE SIMPLE
PRACTICE OF TAKING A BUS, RA-
THER THAN THE FAMILY AUTO,
FOR DAILY TRIPS TO WORK OR
SHOPPING IS ONE ANSWER TO A
FATTER PURSE!
IF THIS SOUNDS LIKE TRANSIT COMPANY PROPA-
GANDA, DO YOUR OWN FIGURING. ADD THE COST
OF INSURANCE, VEHICLE TAXES,. GASOLINE, OIL,
PARKING (OR PARKING TICKETS FROM FRIENDLY
COPS), TIRES, MAINTENANCE AND A HOST OF
OTHER EXPENSES — PLUS YOUR OWN PRICE ON
THE COST OF FRAYED NERVES. YOU'LL FIND THAT
A PERSON WITH ONLY 10-MILE DAILY ROUND-
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WARD 27-PRECINCT 1 , Lamar Terrace
1111 Lamar orricza-x. E. Long.REGISTRARS- Sirs. A, P. Redd, Ludwig Schlesinger, R. J. Maretta•s Grocery
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CLERK-Mrs. Mitzi Gram:ids. Jessie Friends Sr., Jas, L. Per- 'REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Marshall J. Siorby.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. Taylor. Idiewild Schoolu .
Southerin, Mrs. P. G. Sweet, REGISTRARS-Mrs. Joe Rinoldf,
Mrs. V. 0. Westley. 1950 Linden WARD 11-PRECINCT 1. son.
son, Willie Butler, Ti.W P. John-
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Lelah Bar-CLERK-Mrs. L. Price. 
ker, Mrs. Clyde Hughey. CLERK-Marie Long. Sirs. Floyd Blackwell.
OFFICER-Chalmers Cullins. Fire Station No. is REGISTRARS - Nellie Johnson,JUDGES-Joe C. Romeo, Law- 
WARD 37-PRECINCT 2 
CLERK-Mrs. Le \‘ is Porter.
Decatur and Faxon , Mrs E. 3toretts. CLERK-Mrs. Mae Owens.
WARD 8-PRECINCT I 
OFFICER-Lee Karncmsky. ,CLERK-Mrs. R. H. Clansorthy.
rence Mason. Erle Elrod, John 
. I WARD 32-PRECENCT I Myer% Sales Ce, WARD 42-PRECINCT)
Wade's Grocery
M. Fox, F. Ti.Lefile. JUDGES-Mrs. J. T. Srazier.; WARD "7-PRECINCT 2 Bauer Auto Parts 165 Scstt
Alabama and High 
Hollywood School
REGISTRARS-Mrs, C. S. Suitt- Dolph Clark. .1. C. Calhoun.I Fire station No. 6 674 Walnut OFFICER-Robert Marshall. 1S441 Bryan
OFFICER--John J. Abraham. van, Mrs. Neil Gandy. Mrs. Earl Smith, Mrs. Jamesi 
924 Thorne. 
JUDGES-Mrs. George Carter. OFrICER-W. B. Barron Sr.
Scott. Mrs. Clarence Davis. ;
JUDGES-Marsden D. Mitchell, CLERK-Mrs. Adelaide McKiro OFFICER--C. E. Fooler,Mrs. Ruby Banks, Mrs James ney. REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mamie Oes-CCER-R. M. Loughridge JUDGES-E. J. Adcock, D. R.I Mrs. Earl Moreland, T. L. JUDGES-W. 13, Watkins, Mrs.
Walden, Airs. Mildred Whitely. 
JUDGES-A. E. Fisher. Paul
hart, Mrs. D. C. Groves.
Thurman. Mrs. Ben Wasson. Hepburn. !qrs. Francis Gip-REGISTRARS-Mrs. Sfarguerite . HARD 16-PRECINCT 2 CLERK-Mrs. Carolyn Moore. Townsend. L. J. Doty Jr..,Harmon, Mrs. Josephine San-' Grace St. Luke's Church
HARD :1-FRECINCT 2 
Douglas Curtin. E. J. Cox. REGISTRARS-Mrs. B. C. Ber-sone. 233 Lemaater REGISTRARS-Mrs. Mary Mc- ry. Mrs. D. A. Fite.CLERK-Mrs, Wanda Curry. 0*---F1cER_w. A. Amatrong. 1 Dave 1%ells Community Center Annals-. Sirs. Teresa Gover. CLERK-Mrs. Joe Pooell,JUIDGES-Alton Keathley, J. T. .1yers and Chelsea
Mervin. Mrs W. H. Smythe, OFFICER-Mrs. C. K. Fisher.Airs, Bess Tarry, T. W. Bfl- JUDGES-Mrs. J. E. Patton.





JUDGES-W, H. Hogan. Dan
Shefsky, Mrs. Bessie Fancier, rin, Mrs. H. A. Wilmot.
Mrs. Mary Simi, Mrs. Ethel CLERK-Mrs. Marie Eaton.
Clenney.
SEGISTRARS Mrs. Helen Wil- WARD 16-PRECINCT 3
iry, Mrs Martha Bramlet , Crump Stadium
CLERK-Mrs. C. W. Harwood.; Cleveland St.
WARD 28--PRECENCT 1
Lenox School
lions, Mrs. Melvin Furchgott, Mrs. Albert Smith, Mr. Alex 
IH. A, Wilmot. Meyer, Mrs. Chas Hosse Jr.. OFFICER-Lee Si. Snov,den. ,OFFICER-Mike Gavin.REGISTRARS-Airs. J. T. Mee. Mrs. George Ashton. Mrs. RuthsIUDGES-Jack G. Goldsmith, J•'JUDGES-Mrs. Mike Gusto. J.Garrison, Mrs. R. 0. Walker,I B. Ferguson, Mrs. N. W.1 H. Diffley, 0. C. Gillett, JohnMrs. M. E. Sims. Booth, Mrs. AL L. Coopers A. Stalm. Mrs. Dale Bentley,Airs. B. W. Horton, Mrs. Lee Mrs. R. D. Wright.
Peeler.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. C. D.






JUDGES-Mrs. R. A. Naylor. Fire Station No. 23
Margaret Herndon, Mrs. Doug- OFTL:ER-George Walker.
346S JacksonD. A. Ellis, E. E. Canada. Mrs.'
las Cooper, Mrs. J. M. Farmer. Jt•DGEs-Joe JoIet. J. H. Fly,REGISTRARS -- Mrs. iti, B.1 Richard Hansen, Kenneth Pitts, REGISTRARS - Mn. HerbertGreen, Helen L. AlcCurle ., Freddie Compton, Mrs. E. H.
Gafford.
REGISTRARS-Mary Goldsmith,
.0fliCER-W. H. Fisher Jr. 
WARD 18-PRECIINCT 2 Mrs. Nancy Hansen.
WARD 33-PRECINCT 2
WARD 9-PRECINCT I I . .. Sol Seankmanas Appliance Co. WARD 28-PRECENCT I
;JUDGES-William J. Ling. Ram-;rants School i sey Wall, L. Many Lanahan, OFFICER-Arthur Gemignani. Hill Bros. Slotor Co. Brown's Mercantile Highland Heights Presbyteries
Church, 3300 Summer 
CLERKirs. -S G. 0. Boyd.
300 N. 7th St. j Arthur Seelbinder, M. L. Mar- JUDGES-Charles T. lVadling-i 2144 Madison 2533 Broad
Sl.
OFFICER-John H. Riser. I tn. Torn Swan, Herbert Mori- ton. Mrs. Katie Smith. Fred OFFICER-L. A. cCune WARD 42-PRECINCT 2OFFICER-Sam Stephenson Sr. OFFICER-Charles alcKee,JUDGES-Charles C. Nunnery) asity Sr., Sidney H. Genette. S. Starkey, Mrs. Hazel Walker. JUDGES-Wallace Lopez, Wm. JUDGES-Sirs. Louise Marlowe, JUDGES -- Clarence ForresterJohn W. Waters. Della Ed.' REGISTRARS - E. 0. Cullum, Mrs. V. T. Finch, Mrs. Fred F. Wattam, R. Hale Moseley, Fred Chastain, Ben McDonald, " 'Mrs.
T.




wards, Harry Camp, H. L. Mrs. Lou Loory. S. Starkey, Mrs. Sol Shank- Wm. Demuth, J. D. Marks, E. T. Hodges, Elmo Spencer.O'Brien, ' • • A. McPherson, Donald Mac-
Bingham. Charles Maxey. !CLERK-Mrs. L. H. Askew. man, A. B. Boykin. Henry Weiss, Ted Bruehl. REGISTRARS-Mrs. L. 0. Kirk- 
Mrs. S. Y. AlcCalla Mrs. C. P.REGISTRARS -Mary Denegri, 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Charles T. REGISTRARS -Mrs. Margaret land. Mrs. Harry Finch. Anderson. ' 
Intosh, Mrs. John P. Hathcock,
Mrs. W. B. Conry.
WARD 17-PRECINCT 1 
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Portis Cox, REGISTRARS-Ronald Gruen'.
Patricia Denecri. 
Patty. Mrs. Henry Rawlinson.i Wadlington, Mrs. Julia Kin-CLERK-Alice Wolfe. Simmons Auto Repair , sells. CLERK-Mrs. Fradces Olulli- 
CLERK -Mrs. W. H. Ainsworth. Mrs. B. H. Dacus., 1060 Madison 'CLERK-Elizabeth Roes. van. WARD 34-PRECINCT I CLERK-Mrs. G. M. LaHue.OFFICER-J. Thomas Douglas. 
WARD 22 WARD :SO-PRECINCT 1 Boy Scout Het 
WARD 38-PRECINCT 3 WARD 44I-PRECINCT 3
America Snuff Co. JCDGES- Mrs, E. W. Ledbetter,1Front and Keel Vacant Store 1373 Gaither
Tent, Corner Guernsey 
WARD 43-PRECINCT 2 Bunt's Appliaroe Store
Mrs. Rozelle Shea, John Wade. Vacant Store 
Douglas School
OFFICER-D. L. Johnson. JUDGES-Helen Barfield. S in
OFi iCER- Geo. Johnson. and Holmes 622 S. Highland
0E1 'I( ER-J. A. Alartin. Mrs. Jack Griffith, Mrs. J. T. 731 N. Sixth Toting and Cooper
JUDGES-Mrs. M. J. Timhs Sr. Douglas. OFFICER-Phil G. Krouse. ' 
OFFICER-K. A. McKee en. 
r.00 Mt. Olive OFFICER-R. P. Weigel.Robert D. Sage, Joe Chunthlev: IUDGES-Otis L. Isammey. L. B. JUDGES-B. L. Robinson. Mrs. Higgenbotham, Kyle Hasleys
... JUDGES-Mrs W E Cooper, 
OFFICER-David L. Edmond. JUDGES-O. W. Smith, Mrs. Gii
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Ben Tyler, ,
1 Mrs. M. F. ossno, Mrs. Joe 
T. Grissom, Mrs. L. A. Suns.
Airs. Georgia Xiques. Edna Mrs. Gladys Lee. . Moser, Otho Hines, J. A. 
F. M. c a a, E. F. Sanford. Mrs. M. B. So inneY, A. re ' ' 
. . -T., JUDGES-Annie M. Jordan, Mar-
IREGISTRARS - Mrs. Mildred! Jenkins. Mrs. J. A. Winter. Jacke, Mrs. I. B. Phillips. 
Mrs. Monroe Barron. I Alberta Allen.
tha Gladnes., Odessa Dickens, mers, Mrs. Nora Emerson,
Morris.
Eisert, Mrs. Casper Wilson. Shears. W. A. Bramlett. 1 Mrs. R. J. Johnston. Clots. W. Watkins.
I Hardesty, Mrs. W: G. Robertrs
CLERK-Mrs. Marjorie B. Nan-,
,REGISTRARS-Mrs. B. M. Pe- 
PE
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Walter Jor- 
Elnora Neely, Henry Nickols, Mrs. R. L. Bell, Mrs. Winnie
REGISTRARS-Mrs. J. A. Mar- neY• I ', Kinsey, Joe Ferguson, E. S. REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. H.tin. Mrs Rosemary Griffin. WARD 17-PRECINCT 2 1 Warren. Mrs. H. 0. Bishop. •
!CLERK-Mrs. Hattie Surratt. 
, REGISTRARS - Francis Hicks, REGISTRARS-Mrs. Edith Fel.
CLERK-Mrs. Thelma Vennusi. ;CLERKCatholic High School ' I -Mrs. Tempe Wills. I tenon, Miss Inez Savage. 
CLERK-Alice Alidgett. 
dan, Mrs. S. E. Rickman. I Vergie Allen. ber, Mrs. W. F. Wells.
";islID 11-rREciNcT 1 37 N. McLean I RARD 13-FRECINCT 1 WARD 34-PRECINCT 2 CLERK-Mrs. R. G. Traywick. CLERK-Laura Tssis. CLERK-E. A. Wedaman.Argo (teener.;
HARD 9-PRECIStT 2
CLERK - Miss Edith Jean
OFFICER -Robert E. Moran. Cooper.
JUDGF.11---Rear Admiral G. R. 
WARD HiPhelan. A. F. Foster, Eugene
Gaia, Stephen Phelan. Unlvenstty Chas
(Teat) 1346 CentralREGISTRARS -- Mrs. Eugene





Stonewall LodgeJUDGES-Harry Bauer, R. A OFFICER__Ackle, Manley.
1383 Overton Park
Shepherd, Laurence H. Belling. JUDGES-Airs. T. L. Green, J.
REGISTRARS-Peter Demetrat, W. Johnson, C. C. Meadows, OFFICER-George J. Cissel.Mrs Roselyn Woodmansee. Mrs. Mary L. Cummings, Mrs. Jl DGES - Arthur Schoembs,CLERK-Sirs, R. L. Whittaker. Agnes Gillooley.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. MildredHARD 7-PRECINCT 1 
Jennings, Mrs. Ophelia Si. Eu-Labor Temple iihnk
SIM Beale
HARD '7-PRECINCT 1
S A Owens r. College
697 1 anee
NOTICE OF DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY ELECTION *
The undersigned, being the Shelby County Democratic Pri-
mary Board, hereby give notice' of the Democratic Primary
Election to be held in all the wards and districts of Shelby
County, Tennessee, on Thursday, August 2nd, 1956, together
with the names of poll officials, pursuant to Section 2-1114
and Section 2-809 of the Tennessee Election Laws as
amended. The purpose of the said Democratic Primary Elec-
WARD 1 WARD I3-PRECINCT
(Sr-home School Rail Road YMCA
164 Market 960 So. Third
tion is the nominating of a Representatil e in the United
States Congress for the 9th Congressional District; a State
Senator from the 30th Senatorial District, (Shelby and Tip-
ton Counties); a State Senator from the 32nd Senatorial
District; a State Senator from the 33rd Senatorial Dis-
trict; seven State Representatives from Shelby County, a
State Representative from the 27th District, (Shelby and
Fayette Counties); two State Democratic Executive Corn-
riitteemen from the 9th Congressional District, two State
Democratic Committeewomen from the 9th Congre,ional
District, and Public Service Commissioner.
Polls in all voting precincts of the City of Memphis and
County of Shelby will open at 8:30 A.M. and close at 7:30
P.M. Central Standard Time.
The following persons are appointed to hold the election:
WARD 1S-PRECINCT I WARD 25-PRECINCT I , WARD Se WARD 44-PRECINCT IModel cleaners Lauderdale School, Peabody Community °eater 
I WARD I&-PRECINCT 1
Florida St. School Alanamas School Brows Stose Rids.
WARD 30
136 St. Auburn Fairway
1023 Linden 996 Lauderdale in Firestone
OFFICER--V. B. Cox. 1 OFFICER-C. B. Winston. OFFICER-Perry Quinn. OFFICER-Joseph J. Sweeney. OFFICER-17 LI.WLairidnasless OFFICER-Israel Petrousky.
JUDGES-Mrs. Tom E. Welsh.
' Central end Tanglewood
OFFICER-John McGoldrick.
OFFICER-James Ryan.
JUDGES-Mrs. Shirley Smith, JUDGES-Mrs. Fred Stanfield, JUDGES-Mrs. J. M. Bevil!, sor. JUDGES-Mrs. Sfabelle Marvell,
John S. Siontedonico, John R.
JUDGES-Mrs. Frances Russo, JUDGES-Mrs. V. B. Cox, Mrs.
Mrs, Charles Arnold, Mrs. W. JUDGES-Willie Streeter,
Kinnie, Earl   Montgomery,
3. C. Perkins. Mrs. Mn I Mrs. Jos. Kaufman, Charley Luke Kingsley Sr., James R. ginia Tatum, vesonia cox.I Mrs. Aaron Russell, Mrs. Ed-
Raymond Ryan, L. H. Hatley.
H. Farmer, Mrs. Wayne Pen- Lynch, Mrs. Pen i Turner, Mrs. Younger, Fraser AYleiworth, May Francis Lewers, Lottie "srd Hest, Mrs. M. V. J°1121. Maurice Stanfield, John V.
laither, Paul Hardy, Mrs. EvalREGISTRARS -- airs. Mary   
I rose. Roma Bennett, Mrs. Marie Edward J. Lawler, William W. Davis. I son, M. V. Johnson.
Bell.
Frances Lazenby, Mrs, Eathell Benedict. 
•REGISTRARS-Sirs. Albert Mal- Kincade, Mrs. Millie Cooper. Trigg. M. W. Alvis. REGISTRARR - - Miss Belle
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Jack E.
Clark. 
, lory Sr., Mrs. .1. C. Fontaine. REGISTRARS -- Edith Scruggs,
Strauch, Mrs. Oval Arrington. Cramer, Mrs. C. D. Akers.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. N. A. Cook,,
CLERK --Mre. A. M. Polk. Mrs. J. C. AlcHughes, 
'CLERK-Mrs. Lexie Reed. 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Clara Ed- REGISTRARS-Mrs. Mary Les- 
I
CLERK-Mrs. Robert P. Taylor.
Miss 
Virginia AlbReKrt_aESitznuallb,e.CLERK-Mrs. Joe Herr.wards, Mrs. Rebie Forten- ter Kingsley, 
th Smith. 'CLERK-Mrs. Geraldine Chance.WARD 3 WARD 18-PRECINCT 2 berry. Phelan.
WARD 40-PRECINCT I WARD 44-PRECINCT 3
WARD 13-PRECINCT 1
7-Up Bottling Co. 
CLERK-Walter Cooper, s CLERK-Hazel A'arossa.
Galloway Club Ream 4.
Court House
WARD 31-PRECINCE I 
WARD 3.5-PRECINCT 2Fire Station No. It SAS Linden Eagleberg's Grooery Williams Made a Awalwg Os.
3Sts Walnut Grove Rd.
Seeond and Waseinetois , WARD 25-PRECINCT 7
1726 Kansas 1131 White,OFFICER--H. Y. Clarke. St. Thomas School l'eabody School 
378 E. McLemore 
OFFICER - George W. Person
OFFICER- M. R Barker.
IJUDGES-F. SI. Holder, Mrs. .1. 2084 Young OFFICER-Louis I.. Doyle. OFFICER-Richard Edmiston. Jr.Otto Hippel, John Flynn, Henry JUDGES-D, W. Vanoner, Mrs. S. Pierce, Mrs. Henry F. Kat- St. Thomas School-586 Trigg OFFICER-Mr. Harry A. Jones.
3E0 'Trigg
JUDGES-Joseph B. Levens, Al- JUDGES-James L. Ballard, C. JUDGES-John W. 
Rain. Ries.
ard G. Holladay, Lawrence
JUDGES--Mrs. Louise Moody, OFFICER-Doyle Taylor.
Kressenberg, Mrs. Nellie May. C. P. Cox, C. R. Ross, Mrs. laher, Mrs. Slarseli. Miller. OFFICER-Orville Flack. JUDGES-Mrs. J. W. Morris, bert Peden, Frank P. Zenor, H. McGill, Joe Robinson, Mrs.
Harrison, Jack Goldschmidt.
REGISTRARS e__ Mrs. w. I-, E. P. Bridges, D. T. Tyer. REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. Y. De- Miss Corinna Poole, Mr. Clyde Mrs. L. C. Pyler, Mrs. Ruth Ai. George Simpson, Mrs. Archie
.1. Edward Johnson, Jack W.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. K. Sill- muth, Mrs. A. K. Rickey. 
JUDGES-Elizabeth Byrne, Airs.
G. T. Gibson, Olemer Ayers Hayden. Mrs. Atte Nanney, Morris, Mrs. Frank P. Zenor. Lou Norman.
Kenner, James A. Davis.
ler. Mrs. H. 0. Stanfield, CLERK-Mrs. F. Dowdy. Sr., Mrs. H. F, Shown, 0. V. Mr. John W. Morris, Mr. REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. W. REGISTRARS-Mrs. James Ed-Travis H. Howell, Mrs. W. L. Lewis, Mrs. Fred Alasterman.. miston, Mrs. Donald Popham. REGISTRARS-Mrs. Moss AI-
CLERK-LaCook. 
WARD 19 Ayres. 
perin, Mrs. J. A. Laws.Mrs J. A. Griffin. REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. L. Mc- 
CLERK-Jack Caldwell.WARD 11-PRECINCT 1 Hodges Field 
REGISTRARS-Mildred Ayres, Ward. CLERK-Airs. Mary Marsh.
CLERK-Miss Frances Turner.
A. R. Hill School Jefferson and Weide-tut Carver, Mrs. LaRue E. Hart. 
WARD 34-PRECINCT I WARD 46-PRECINCT 2 
WARD 44-PRECINCT 4
1373 Latham OFFICER-Ed T. Kirk. 
CLERIC-Vivian McNulty.
CLERK-Mrs. D. L. Rogers. Snowden School Vollintim Seism. 
Last High Scheel
JUDGES-Chris Houston, Mrs. WARD SS-PRECINCT 7
WARD 31-PRECINCT 2 
1670 N. Parkway
21106 Poplar
OF'FICER-L. F. Simpson. 
1682 1 &tontine
Thompson, Mrs. John Arnold, 
South tilde School
667 Richmond
H T. Da% is, Katherine L 
OFFICER-G. B. Ramsey.
JUDGES-Mrs. C. C. McLellan. .!. •,uaranty Plumbing Co. OFFICER- Eddie C. Doyle. oyelet as...sass H. Gates.JUDGES-Charlie McNeil. Avery JUDGES .._ Louts Donau, Hay. ateDGEs _ Mrs. wilnarn 4
Sprott, Leonard D. nerorto
Thomas F, Ragsdale, Mrs. J. 
1612 LamarD Hogan, H. C. Eately Mrs. L. T. McDonald, MI• Willie L. Rehrnel. 
---.6' OFFICER - George W. Tref- Blaksiey, Dr. T. A. Turner, 000d Williamson, Harold
Jacob B. Schorr Jr.,Sirs. Be u. 
REGISTRARS-Mrs. E. B. Hitt, OFFICER-Richard T Poole. Mrs. G. B. RamseY, Thomas Davis, Charles A. Davis Jr.,ns Mrs. Vivian Wood. 
, ford .1r.'REGISTRARS-Mrs. S. B. Har-ijoiDGEo_sirs, John sanders,Mrs. A, E. Elliott. JUDGES - Mrs. Walter Ellis, Edward Burkle, Mrs. J. W.CLERK-Miss Dorothy Cross. Mrs. Evelyn Lenderman, Mr. Mrs. G. T. Bartholomew, Mrs. Owens, Mrs. Bessie Harrell.CLERK-Mrs. John W. Waller. Fred Vick, Mn. Harrison
WARD 20-PRECINCT 1 Johnson, Mr. E. F. Perry, Mr.
WARD 14-PRECINCT 1 Jack Jackson, Mrs. Taylor REGISTRARS-Mrs. T. A. Tur-Bertschi, Mrs. Bernice Clark, ner, Miss Lucille Collins.Ise:Moyne College Charles Rittelmeyer, Mrs. Mrs. Fred Tutor, Mrs. H. 0. CLERK-Mrs. A. A. Brugge.sin Walker 
MemPi716 (.;ouservatorY of mlaal° 
ford. 
Dolbi, Mrs. George Tref- Totty.1521 Overton Park 
REGISTRARS--Mrs. John Mitch- WARD 341-FRECINcr I























JUDGES-Mrs B. F. Ede. ards,CLERK-Mrs. Velma Zderad.







Mae Jordan, Ed Crump
Witherspoon.
REGISTRARS - Miss Alma











918 S. Parkway East WARD 20-PRECINCT I
JUDGES-Mr. C. Fritz. J. D.
McBride. Mrs. Guy Roberts.
Carl Gurley, Mrs. Pete V.
York.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Jot Smith,
Mrs. C V. James
CLERK- Miss Mai tha Sunder-
land.
Miss Agnes O'Leary, Austin C.
IIARD 26-PRECINCT 1Frame. Miss Mary O'Lears,
L. W. Shouse, Alrs. H. D. Birds Church of Chriat
Ali s. Mildred Contello, Mrs. MIL E. SicLemore
Charles C. Graves, Mrs. D. E. OF meICF:R-- L. L. Hendrick.Baker. JUDGES-- R. H. Timonus. Mrs.REGISTRARS M r s. Clara R. H. Timonwe Mrs. FlorenceSmith. Mrs. Rose Cissel. Turner, Mrs. Mary Federecci,CLERK-Mrs. Francis K. Boa- Mrs. J. M. Farmer. Sirs. Geo. Barbara Collins. Robert Hunt. Mrs. Doris P. Turner.Stryker. Mrs. J. M. Morgan,, REGISTRARS-Mn. J. E. Stew- CLIRK-D. G. Ringer.Mrs. Edith Murphy. art, Mrs. Russell Poeta
HARD 20-PRECINCT 2 REGISTRARS-Mrs. T. M. Slat- CLERK-W. Neal Maxwell: WSRD 37-PRECINCT Itery. Miss Helen Newton.
David E. Lutsky, C. E. Baren-
tine.
REGISTRARS - Sirs. R. L.
Brooks Sr., Mrs. Lou Rafall.
CLERK-Mrs. F. C. Pentecost.
WARD 4I-PRECINCT 1
Bomar's St rVICO Slatioe
1036 Chelsea
OFFICER-R. 0. RussellJUDGES-Percy Is Roberts Jr.. rtsriGES - Mrs. Mary Pardue, OFFICER-John H. WhitakerEd M. Foley, Albert C. Gross. Sirs. K. Si Berry hill Mrs. JUDGES-Mrs. F. Maddox,
L D. heywood. Mrs. Chester
McBride, Mrs. Ella May Herr.
mg, Mrs. E. L. Freeman.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. N. 00.
wait. Mrs. Isabelle Wawa.
CLERK-Mrs. Etta Gadd.
Moffatt's Ser. km% StationCLZRK-Mrs. D. W. Hale. .41113 Si-PRECINCT I
CLERK-Mrs, John Getz. Valles, Mrs. A. L. Fancher.REGISTRARS - Mrs. Victoria
'CLERK-Mrs. R. 0. Russell.
Driver, Mrs. Geo. B. Jones. WARD 36-PRECINCTCLERK-Noble Ingram.
areal Kesidisooe
IsSe Jacksoa
Roy Stone, John Getz, Herbert .Tampa Lambert, Mrs. H. M.J. Weir. Jake Principe Jamell McBroom. Mrs L Baskin,M. Griffin. • Mrs Gladys Murphy, Mrs. S.Mrs. Harry Geyer. W. J. Babb REGISTRARS Ethel Harris, R. Barton.Jr" P. P. "alh Mrs. Hugh Mrs. P. B. Peebles. REGISTRARS - Airs. W. H.




OFFICER- R. L. Allen.
JUDGES -- Harry A. Sitcosn,
Airs. Ti. B. McLaughlin, Henry
Waldauer, Mrs. A. B. Chem-
bete. J. .1. Heffernan, Mrs.
WARD 33-PRECINCT





JUDGES-Jack Flint, G. Albert OFFICER-Fred Gets
Chandler. J. R. Aday. George JUDGES-C. W. Balton, Robert
Kincai d, John Robinson, M. Brannon. W. T. Wingo,George J. Brannon, Victor Jerome Goldstein, NE W.
Agee. OStrON e.
REGISTRARS Nits Paul Flynn,
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Julius
WARD 46-PRECINCT 4Byrd, Mrs. Marvin Bowles.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. George
Molly McCord.Steuterman, Mrs. Um bert
CLERK-Mrs. Neely Great J.Pierini.
CLERK-Mrs. Ray Blackburn. WARD 41-PREOIN0T $
Lioe's DonWARD 42-PRECINCT 672 Semmes
lah iebenga, Joseph A Pd.
arsky, Charles II. Bullard,
William C. Bateman.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Ruby R.
Ward, Mra, Leonard 130, Pier.
otti.
CLERK-Mrs. Ruth H. Hyde,
WARD 44-PRECINCT I






JUDGES - Fred Bauer Jr.,
Francis S. Chamberlain, 0. M.
Meador, E. L. Rudy, W. 0.
Gordon, Chris Mullins, J. D,
Monk. W. D. I.\ ans, S. F. Met'.
ley S, • Joe Kane.
REGISTRARS -- Heim Morley,
OFFICER- A. B. Ricketts.
JUDGES-C. W. Hubbard. A le
Luckett. James Si. Wells, te,
E. Montgomery. James W.
Adams, R. J. Habern, J. S.
Franklin Jr.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. C. Ont-
tis, Mrs. Hulet Beard.
CLERK-Mrs. Mary L. Turner.
WARD 45-PRECINCT 3




John Ashworth, John Spidle,
Sirs. Sfurle Rowe, J. B. Car.
nev, Bruce Ely.Jack Johnson, .T. T. Crips, RE6IansAyso_strs. Georgeham Hurst, Mrs. Katherine le', Mrs. Bruce Ely.Nee by., A. P. Qualls, Bill CLERK - aLss Slae AliceSlasoner.
Crockett.
M. Jobn's Episcopal ChurchCLERK-Mrs. Paul Byrd.
m Sc. Greer
WARD 43-PRECINCT 1 OFFICER-Roy Freeman.
JUDGES -Harry Woodbury.
Charles Bond, Airs. Robert
Ruffin, Mrs. Carl Stokes. Rich.
ard T. White, James Garth.
right Jr.
REGISTRARS - Sirs. G BS M. Snowden.Morat, Mrs. Gladys Simpson. REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. F.'REGISTRARS- Aim E. I. Alc-CLERK-Mrs. S. H. Baker. I Kee. Sirs. Alay Durham. CLERK-Mrs. A. G. Black.
Wade. Mrs. E. L. Sanders.
slAstis :i_pREciscr a CLERK-Mrs. Alma Logan.
Locke School °FEWER .1, Raymond Brady.1 Te..ting Station I WARD 29-PRECINCT 2 
IEPRCNCT 4
666 St. Paul JI.DGEs-Sirs, .1.     Raymond
,
 i IS ashington and High Orange Mound Seimming Fool 1531 S. Lauderdale WARD 38-- WARD 4-4-PRECINCT 10 r iCER- John Ty le". OFFIC ER- B. B. Jordan.
Brad .  Mrs. Slaty Cameron,' 
2376 Carnes OFFICER-D. S. Thrailkill. Tread School High Point Terrace Arcade
\ 
,!
Ji .OGES- Van Martin, Lts 110 • ‘' • ; "- • • • JUDGES- Tom Martin. Robert OFFICER-J. A. Shappley. 910 N. Highland High Point and Pelle-God
• ' c
t andergrift, Mrs. Irma Inman, JUDGES-Mr. Zeb Lovell. Mr.'Frigg .tary Tyler,* Jessie! Brady, E. F. Mittman. JUDGES--G. Ti.Wynne. J. H.
, MN. Georr:e Aitken. C. C. Floyd. Mrs. Pauline OkrICER-T. Ti. Cannon. OFTICER-J. P. Houston.LailSTRARS--Willie B. li 15- Mahannah, Thos. B. Mills, O.! Christenson. Mrs. Jrio. Cox, 'JUDGES-C. SI. Kennedy, Airs. JUDGES-F. C. Billingsley'. Mrs.
.;Torelene
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Phil Stiller. REGISTRARS-Sirs. S. P. John-allie Mrs. Il. P. Jonas. son. Mrs. Dorothy Niper. Al. Burks, D. J. Peeples. Flor-! Mrs. W. T. Franklin, Mrs. Jas. 1 O. R. White. Mrs. W. B. Her- J. E. Young, David Hutkin,CLERK-Miss Anne Dunno ant. CLERK-Chas. Hurst. I bert, Mrs. Ti. A. Ruleman, Mrs. W. E. Hammock, Don
:on Lambert Cmens. 
ence Childers, Rev. Victor Wil-' H. R°ss.
hams. REGISTRARS - - Mrs. D. S. Reynolds, Leonard Shea.
CLERK-Carl Russell. 
Mrs. C. Si.M. Kennedy.*v %RD 11-PRECINCT 2 REGISTRARS - -- M"- LueilleI Thraikill, Airs. MargueritEREGISTRARS -- Airs. IT. H. REGISTRARS-Mrs. J. R. Gib-
WARD 17-PRECINCT 3 WARD 23-PRECINCT 2
Memphis Park Com, Office Vacant Store Raney, Franres Gordon. I Fisher, Mrs. J. Ft. Cotton.I Cooper. son, Sirs. Robert Gibson.
is Home Community
1461 Court 14 N. Manassas CLERK-Mrs. D. E. DeVoto. CLERK-Mrs mo. Hardy.
ler. 573 Mississippi 
CLERK-Mrs. S. M. McKee. CLERK-Mrs. Harry Cosby.
CLERK-Mrs. W. B. Hatcher.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. Si.
Clements. Mrs. A. K. Starling. weld. Benj. F. Myers
CLERK-C. A. Davis Jr.CLERK-Mrs. V. A. Lloyd.
Landstreet, Mrs. Margaret
Endicott.




OEFICItIt-Dr. Ras burn John-
son.
JUDGES-James B. Simmons,
Andreiv J. Myers Williams
Haynes, R. L. McDavis,
drew A. McAuley.
011.10ER- Leon T. Whitten. ;OFFICER-- Herbeit Etch.. R-- Paul R. Gianninl. JUDGES-A. H, Hastings, Mrs. JUDGES-II Mt Hanimmi• .7'11.54 .S -Chester Cade Sr.. J. R. Nelson, Airs, Grace! Jewell Jordan, Sirs. IV. R. .$) TICri,‘ ood, Thelma Elion,t Fisher. Hugh Slaeevney, mr,,i Turner, MIAS Barbara Dudley.!( !era PR Iii..
REfilSTRARS -- Frank Dasis.! ton, Airs. C. A. 13reckenridee.' (frees. Miss Vera Dudley.
Stf,‘e Fran,ioli, Morris Levi- REGISTRAR'S • Mrs. Lucille Art-
Tillie Rurker. 
!RE4.1STRARS Ali s. A, H. Hest. CLERK-IV. J. Hanker.CI 'RIC-Eddie Taylor. me: She, Frank C. Santo. ,
WARD 12 CLERK-Airs. Raymond Selpn. WARD S4





JUDGES-Mr. A. L. Powell.' Mr.
J. B. Nolen, Mr. Si. V. Miller,
Mrs. IV. C. Lane, Mrs. Huth
Humphry, Ti. T. Pennebaker.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. .1. B. Sal-
ter, Mrs. Clyde Warren.
CLERK-Mrs. Maggie Gilliland.
(Continued On Next Page)
SHELBY COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BOARD
CHARLES G. BLACK, Chairman
MRS. ALBERT H. MALLORY, Sr., Secretary







Senate Kills Civil Rights Bill I
Sen. Herbert H. Lehman (D) N.
WASHINGTON - President Eisenhower's civil rights Thus, although 
the House ,111- 1
proposals died last week.
They were smothered to death in the U. S. Senate.
1nent of Federal Judge Simon Sobelofff and the civil rights
According to informed sources,
She Northern "Liberals" agreed !prove Sobeloff as judge of the
SO forget the civil rights propos. fourth circuit court of appeals.
als if the Southerners would ap- Sobeloff was approved
proved the bill by a vote of 279
to 126. the measure met its doom
in the Senate where it wa, sunt
ictint of a conspiracy between Northern Republicans and to the Senate Judiciary commit-
Southern Democrats. The conspiracy involved the appoint, tee, headed by the 
most rabid
anti-Negro member of Congress,
Sen. Eastland of Mississippi.
There the bill died & quiet death,
unmourned by neither Northern





THE FOLLOWING CITIZENS, RESIDENTS AND REGISTERED
VOTERS OF SHELBY COUNTY, TENNESSEE, HAVE RE-
QUESTED ABSENTEE BALLOTS FOR THE DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY TO BE HELD THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1956.
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Senator 7. ItelwAs, Jr.
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Imo. 1. L. Matter
1, L. Mackey
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• 511.1. Z. Thomism
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Dail II. Doan
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N. F. Xlmothawit
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Co B. Melts...11m Jr.
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lay. Warns • Cl..
'Thomas Z. frkan
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C. R. Iltrehlimid
Jallas Id. Lamm.
B. Snowden Belle. Jr
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Mart L. Aar
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Alberta R. Los








Y . made It plain, however, that
he and others will "carry this
tight to the Democratic party's
national convention in Chicago
next month."
Republicans stayed on the side-
lines while Lehman and two col-
leagues waged parliamentary war
fare with Majority Leader Lyndon
B. Johnson (D) Tex., and Sen.
Richard B. Russell (D) Ga.
DOUGLAS IRKED
The latter two joined in block-
ing efforts by Lehman. Sen. Paul
Douglas (p) Ill, and Sen. Thom-
as C. Hennings (D) Mo., to pry the
house-approved civil rights bill
out of the Senate Judiciary com-
mittee.
Irked by their tactics, Douglas
invoked his own parliamentary
device to prevent any other sena-
tors from bringing up matters
unrelated to the pending business
- which at the time was the for-
eign aid bill.
Johnson demanded a roll call on
a Douglas proposal for a five-min
ute adjournment designed to file
a motion aimed at getting tile con-
troversial bill out of committee.
The majority leader declared
angrily that he wanted to see
"how many senators" want Doug
las to continue his tactics and
whether his colleagues wanted the
!Illinois senator to "take over lead-
ership of the Senate." The Doug-
las motion for the short adjourn-
ment was beaten, 76 to 6.
HENNINGS SPEAKS
Henning' spoke on civil rights.
.then moved to recess the Senate.
Douglas•told newsmen he would
continue h i s offensive f o r "a
considerable time" put did n o t
know exactly h o w long this
meant. He pointed out: "Therc
are very few of us carrying on
the fight"
Lehman issued a statement say-
ing that the "extraordinary par•
liamentary maneuvers" his side
was attempting were part of "an
emergency effort."
THEE-DAY RULE
Leaders on both sides were con.
,fident that the civil rights squab.
ible would not prevent Congress
'from going home.
The appropriations bill actually
could be considered before Friday
but Douglas served notice he
would not invoke a rule requiring
a three-day delay. He did so as
a result of Johnson and Russell
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 1
Sat., August 4, 1956 3
figuratively throwing the rulebook
at him in the civil rights fight.
President Eisenhower was in-
formed that any effort to force ac
lion on civil rights would endanger
final approval of the four billion
dollar foreign aid appropriation
measure and other "must" bills.
The legialatioa, the first of its
kind to be earddered by the
House since 1950, is aimed at pre.
tecting the civil rights of Negroes.
including their right to vote. Thls
would be achieved by a variety
of methods.
(Continued From Preceding Page)






iJUDGES-Mrs. J. H. Harr
ison.
Mrs. Leonard Peters, Mrs. J
Mitchell, Mrs. Dorothy Walker.
'REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. T. Clan-I,
ton. Mrs. L. Ft. Johnson
CLERK-Mrs. W. C. Ili:melt.
C Nlarmann, Mrs. Harold




JUDGES-John W. Frost, Gil-
bert R. Burrough. Mrs. Opal
Strawbridge. Mrs. Mary Hann.
way. Mrs. Ruble Anderson
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Inez Ro-










JUDGES- Mrs. Lillie Hooper,
Joe G. Bleckwell, Mrs. F. E.
Morrison Mrs R S Woolfolk
Mrs. Frances Boone. Mrs. Jean
Turner, Mrs. Maxine Coats.
Mrs. Betty J. liamby.
REGISTRARS Mrs. Mary R.
Jones, Mrs. Hilliard Creus. I
CLERK -Mrs. Betty Grimes.
WARD 53-PRECINCT $
Welk Station School
1616 Well. Station Rd.
OFFICER- Mr. Max Pass.
JUDGES-E. H. Kail, John Liles,
H. M. Pendergast. Mts. Joe
Birchfield, Mrs. Doyle Ter-I
hunt.. Mrs. Sarah Lane, Mrs.
Marion Pass, Mrs. Frank F.
Burleson
REGIsTRARR Mns C_ W.
Whitman, Nirs..1.1anita Turner,
CLERK- Myrtle Liles.
R 1RD 54-PRECIN(T 1
Slismphis Ross Toes
OFFICE.R- ilobert Talley. 44t93 summer
JUDGES-Mrs. Lucy Campbell, OFFICER A. B. Haines
Mrs. A. H. Perlitius, Mrs R. JUDGES mr, Wayne T. Ds-
P. Berryhill. Joe Womick Mrs.' Wees. Iloilo, Hein, Charles Sir-
; A. J. Kelly. Mrs. H. V. Andre,' Gehee. E. H. Lindberg, II S
Mrs. Jas. Wesche. Bell, T. .1. Pandley, Mrs.
EGISTRARS-Mrs. 'Pearl Wo-: Mabel M. Jennings.
mirk. Mn. J. T. Ambrose. 1REGISTRARS -Mrs. John Ment-
CLERK- Mrs. J. C. Haller.
11:iss. Joe BB''tuinalienrh3 ardini.
WARD 4$
WARD 64-PRECINCT IHamilton School
Ica Wilson i Fire Station No. 24
Poo ell and Rerclair
OFFICER - John Robertson. 4-4.F.IumiW S. Davic.
JUDGES Nathaniel Chalmers. JUDGF.S A. T. Lankford, Sill.
Frank Kilpatrick. Idella Cooper..I ton E. Kinard, George A ('on.
REGISTRARS -- Effie Franklin.' noway, K. MtitTv. Mai l in
Mary Lindsey. Tippii, Ray E. Wilfong, Mrs.
CLERK-Myrtle Gaiter". W. F. Da‘ is.
WARD 49-PRECINCT I 
REGISTRARS -Rosemary Plass,
Ethel .1 a Ines
Allen's Pumping Station
(Garage) Dew (I.E
RK - Katherine B. Taylor.s St.
OFFICER--Jack W. Young 
WARD 116
IflIDGES-lI1rryII 
E.,OFFICER Jim ;a Haw ay 
Robert Udelsohn,
Garrett. T. C Harris Charles'illNirS
M. Farley. J. W. Morris. Troyl 
Charles Warr, Guy B. Bates,
N. Cordell.
REGISTRARS - Mary Hurley,
Frencis Young. REGISTRARS Ruth Handle-
CLERK-Grace Beckett. man Ester Green.
WARD 49-PRECINCT I CLERK-Corinne Ulrich.
Fire Station No. 211
2134 /1. Lauderdab 
WARD 511
W'hito Station School
it/FF[0:11-M. D. Duval. 514 S. Perkins
FUDGES-Mrs• M- Duv8/• OFFICER R. C Wade •
Clifford Hill, Lee Ka rnow sky ,
Hubert M. Topper, John A.
Pipkin, Luther R. Power Jr.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. E. T




Church, Park and Greer
OMCF.R- .T. Seaton.
JUDGES- Mrs. H. Griffin, Mrs
T. Roberts. Mrs. James alc-1
Dowell, Mrs. John Kyle, Mrs.
R. Bruley, Mrs. T. Bloodworth,
Sirs..... Roper, Mrs. J. Chiles
REGISTRARS- Mrs. W. Richie,
Sirs. B. Carter.




OFFICER-Mrs. John V. Contini.
JUDGES -. 5175. Shirley Kolp,
Mrs. Eloise Jones, Mrs. Jim-
mie Crews, Mrs. Harry Grif-
fith, Mrs. T. L. Leggett,. Mrs.
(' S. Harris. Mt's. Harry
Concklin, Mrs. George Wil-
liams,
REGISTR4RS - Mrs. K. R
Itaidv, Sli.. reim Jones.
CLERK Mrs R. Shapard.
I WARD so-PRECINCT 1Prospect School
23eti
OFFICER- Grady Tollison
JUDG1F.S - Doug Joyce, Mrs
Charlie Beckett. Mrs. L. L.
Sweeny. Mrs. A. F. Wise. Mrs.
"t"-ff.--YounIrs. Hattie M.
Hays, 'Mrs. Earl Smith.
REGISTRARS - - Mrs. Harvey
Smith Mrs. Fail Dixon.




OFFICER G 1. Maples
JUDGES - Robert F. Nil( hell,
I,-. Loa cry, M. 0_ Nelson.
BARTLETT 4of ()nu:mynas
OFFICER-Oliver Albright. IOMCER-J. T. Kelsey.
JUDGES John H. George Sr JUDGES-T. L. 'Treachtell Jr..
Mrs. Frances Appling, Glenn;
T. E. Warr, Mrs. Oyde
Warren.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs R u t h'R
Klinke, Mrs. Ruth Yates,
BRUNSWICK
OFFICER C. D. Shelton
JUDGES- L. L. C;riffin. W F JUDGES-Robert E Schwant, .T.


























REGISTRARR - Mrs, Glenn Her-
Rogers.
I ELLENDALE 'CLERK--Mrs .1kuntoseRe Farley.
OFFICER- H. L. Williams. 
JUDGES W. W. Joplin, Mrs. T
i R. Daniels, A E. Beaty Jr. ,OFFIzH:Flciyeadlizr 
Johnson, REGISTRARS Mrs. A. E. Beaty
1j7eCHouston. Ben Roepe.I
'REGISTRARS - Mrs °nAtildGre.1
Sr , Mrs John Joplin. 
(1,ERK Mrs. Inez 111ao. Moore, Mrs. Clara Bell Joint-
son,FRAYSER NO. 1
OFFICER John Gala FOREST BILL
Sirs. Tess le R Lew., Mrs CLERK--Mrs, W. C. Seastim.
Kitty Shell. Louise Wallace.
rile T. Harrison, Margarita KERRVIILE
REGISTRARS Mrs. %ober.Fretting.
Ornora. s. B. Ray. Radford. Mn. J. A. dement.
I
JUDGES- Thomas Walker, J°)1̂  CLERK-Mrs. Tate Peen.Stroud, Will Gray,
juDGES-N. E. Seward, Mrs.
i Mrs. Frank Dennison. Mrs. JUDGES - Mrs. Hoy Yarbrough, CLERK-Margaret Pearson.
. p
tWEICER -Gordon Crenshaw Jr. Claude Thomas.
f
1 Ida Chaddick, Ford Carr. Mrs. 0. M. Carter, E. R. Staples.1 WARD on nIxies -A. T Hammontree,IREGISTRARS-Mrs C. A. Ri
Sarah C. Hardy, Mrs. R. L. . Si. S. McFerrin. i gins. Mrs. A. B. Patrick.Howard .Tohnson Louie Bian•I Gragg School
! Wolf. Mrs. W. H. Davis. chi, Tom Walmsley, Frank 3772 Jackson iREGISTRARS-Mre Ray Vun-;CLERK-Mrs. A. M. Sandiness.
iEGISTRARS - Anna Repult Burt Jr. Mrs. J. L. Turner. OFFICER A. R. Erwin
.Tewel Emerson. MULLINS
1 kannon, Mrs, Nell Dennis
l'Fel"STRARS -- Mrs. A lilt JI'DliES Monroe Parks, E. H. CLERK-Mrs. Frar.„8 crow
'CLERK-Virginia Young ! Brooks, Mrs. Lucille Porter. i Fail. Mrs. Fred Meeker. Lee shaw. lorn , R-E. L. Hoyt*.
' WARD lie 
(CLERK--Mrs. Della li 
c_ 
nenna. 1 Davis. Frank Mu °, Mrs 1
IlleCONNrur,
I ;. REF(iiileSITRAIrRinnR .2055 Shelby Mrs A. B. oFFICER-- Leon Brow or
i 
Fire Station No. 21
WARD 37
,REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. W. Hallo
Mallory Heights Reboot
Poplar and Perkins I Erwin, Mrs. F. It Attaway.
Mrs. Florence Smith.
JUDGER-W B. Whitaker, r
OFFICER-14. R. Tilson. 
,
JUDGES-Mrs. Ruby Lawrence- ,fliDGEs_..j. Hal Patton. Erie s
; Mrs. Lena Baughn, Mrs. B. c.•
OFFICER --C. P. Boyer. CLERK--James F. Davis. 1 TBa3rrloyr, W. I). Hall, James
SECOND DUITIRICE
; Miller. Mrs 1.awrence Ferrell.! 
Greenwood. Tlom NTaleon. Amell 
WARD ea
Mrs. T. R. Stone. Mrs. 0.
Morton, H. A. Lipsey, N. E
Sloan.
REGISTRARS-Rim. Bertha Lis.;






JUDGES-John Gilbert. Mrs. .T.
C. Gardner, Charles Tavel,
Dean Pope. Mrs. Charles
Franklin, T. C. Merriam.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Sula Car-
den. Mrs. Harvey Yaffee.
CLERK-Mrs. IV. G. Cary.
WARD 51-PRECINCT I
J. H. Parish, Painters
1033 Galloway
OFFICER-John Motley.
JUDGES-B. F. Head, A. G.
Brignole, Henry V. O'Neil,
Mrs. Jessie Free, Mrs. Mary
Fredrick. Mrs. J. M. Holley.







JUDGES-Mrs. A. B. Ewing.
Mrs. Chas. C. Handly. Arthur
L. Cox, Hermon L. Bernatsky,
Clovia H. Causey, Richard C.
Langford.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. R. L. Simp-
son. Mrs. C. P. Voss.





JUDGES-Mrs. E. K. Hague.
Mrs. L. P. Vaughn, Mrs. L. B.
Wilhite. Mrs. C. E. Fant, Mrs I
W. E. Lee.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. A. 0.






RIDGES-Mrs. C. B. Holland,
Mrs. Jack Berry, E. B.
Thomas, Mrs. Helen Thomas,
Mrs. Viola Robinson.
ItEGISTRARS-Mm. Frank Men-
si, Mrs. Ed Morrison.




OFFICER- E. J. Cardost.
JUDGES- Virginia Carson, Mrs.
Lillian Zachany, C. D Cox.
Anna E. Welch, James L. Gil-
pin, A. W. Zachany, Charles
Jones, Josephine Windbush,
REGISTRARS .- Mrs. Ruth
Hughey. lannie Tisdale.
• Rerelair School
M Ale N Perkins" '
• •
ing, James W. Watson, L. S.
REGISTRARS Mrs. Berry Burt.
Mrs. Ansel C. Peterson.





OFFICER T. K Islauh.
JUDGES-Ida L. Pope, E. 0.
Baucom, Carol Slaughter. Mrs.
D. E. Arnhart, Mrs. John B.
Brooks. Mrs. R. Di Walls,
Davis (7, Taylor
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Robert Por-
ter, Mrs. J. D. Turnsham.





JUDGES -- Mrs. C. N. Talley,
Mrs, Richard Mashbriad Jr.,
Mrs. John Parker, Mrs. P. G.
Poindexter, Mrs. Ray Fergu-
son
REGISTRARS - - Mrs. R. L.






JUDGES-A. Si. Carney, Van L.
Kerr, Mrs. Dorothy McGowan,
Mrs. R. C. Wells, Mrs. Faye
Shrrwood, Mrs, .1. C Riales.
REGISTRARS-NIrs. ̀ Edward A.






JUDGES - Helen B. Emerson,
Joseph Lenzi. Ira C. Schaeffer,
Gus Reinhardt, Norman Hines,
Angelo • Gattuso, Ward E.
Dawkins, Mrs. C. S. Whitt,
Mrs. M. 0. Lambert.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Ella







Mrs. Captola Hardy, Mrs. W.
E. Eiger, Mrs. Hilda De Sham,
Mrs. Juanita Smitherman, Mrs.
Earl Norwell.
REGISTRARS-- Mrs. Hazel Herr-
inc. Mrs. Garrie Argo.
CLLIIA-s-ars, Jim Campbell.
OFFICER-Edward L. Kallahe,
JUDGES .-- Pat Henry, A. P.
Bishop, I,. .1. Spoon. Ben Stov-
all, Si. E. Ruch, Sirs. Essie
Reed, Mrs. Francis Kyle.
REGISTRARS Mrs. Charles B.






JUDGES -- Nelson Peacock,
Frank Burns, Vernon E. Ellis,
Frank Saliba. James Sally, Ed
G. Grogan, W. C. Chadick.
REGISTRARS Mrs. Renee
Jason, Mrs. C. IV. Martin.
CLERK-Mrs. Jessie Courtney.
WARD 415
Holy Rosary Catholic Reboot
MI Park
OFFICER-Jimmy Cox. • ,
JUDGES -Henry T. Hammond,
Joe Signair,o, W. D. Marshall
Jr., Bill Fiveash. Bill Biggs,
H. E, Vaught, Bill Fonts, V.
H. Wilder.
REGISTRARS - - Mrs. Hazel
Ewing, Mrs. .Toe Bargachi.




OFFICER -W. M. Walsh.
JUDGES- Anthony Walsh, Her-
man Billings, Forrest Brown,
Gene S. McIntyre, M. .T. Mc-
Gaha, Don Hitchcock. Robert
IV. Riggins, Mrs. Dot Davis.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. I.. Sled-
lock, Mrs. Margaret Bond.





'JUDGES-Miss Betty E Hill,
Fred W. Means, Henry B. Mc-
Adams, T. E. Crawford.
REGISTRARS-Cosa P. [Amend,
Mrs. Earnie I.. I.eschman.
CLERK - Mrs. Katherine B.
Steele.
Pierce Sr . Mrs. W. 14 Tribble
• pc:Fs - alter Furr, D T.
OFFICER-S. F, 
Johnaoi .. - Lawrence Jades.
ss
Jr , R F. Enright Jr.. John! Thomas Wright. Mrs. LawsBurchfield, !Ors. F r a n 
1 
c i si renre Megal. 
Thompson.
IREGISTARS - Mrs.Razel
1 Heckle Jr., Mrs. Pete Bolin).
REGISTRARS.Mrs. Charles F. Curry, Mrs. R. E. Gizzard.
GERMANTOWN,CLERK- Mrs.
James H. Clifton' OFFICER-John R. Stivers.
FRAYSER NO. I !JUDGER - George P. Friedel,
I Sam P. Maury, A. L. Prescott.,OFFICER P. F Fracchia. 7.. Douglas.
MIDGES -138rnell 
Hanson
DwYer• J• 11 RF.GISTRARS- Miss Sara Hobbs,rayce Sr., R. E. 
McAdams, George S. Reeves,
Harvey 0. Scott, R. P. Stewart,
James G. Wilson, S. W. Dent.
Mrs. W. Frank Posey.
CLERK-Mn. J. W. Callis.
LEVI NO. I
REGISTR s Madeline ornma Tate Peas*.
Roach Mrs W T alcAdams .11.1DGE11-1ohn R Strong J
Evans, M. H. McLarty, Kolb
neth W. Parks, Mrs. Vannt4
Leech.
LEVI NO. IitE.GISTRARS-Ann Ray, Mrs..7.
C. Carter.
LOCKS
, OFFICER -Wardle L. Harvey.
JUDGES-Bobble K. Glenn. Hal-
bert L. Edwards, Mrs. Aida B.
Barrom, Hugh E. Tucker.
'REGISTRARS - - Virginia H.





,OFFICE.R -W. A. Longmlre.
R. C. Cox, Martin Newby.
Pierce A, 'Thomas, Howard D,
Jamison.
EGISTRARS -- Mrs Mary J.





ert M. Porter, T. A. Flowers
Sr F. B. EtIbenks, Venson
Little
REGISTRARS - Mrs. F.dward
Scarbrough, Mrs, Charles
Scarbrough,
J111 11-Mrs, R. T. Waktran,
Mrs. J. E. &mentor. Mrs,
.lene Werth, Mrs. B. B. Hopson.
OAKVILLE
OFFICER-Mrs. H. D. Pearsall,
JUDORS-Mrs. C. E. Bell, MM,
A. F. Temple, Mrs. J. H. Far.
reit, Mrs. C. H. Bradshaw.JUDG.
Rawls, Bill SEaamrliERGIriseTh. Louise Pearson.
T. 
Futhe"
Griffin. W. S. Howard, Gene CLERK-Mrs. Sam Caries.,
Sanders, Earle Dunavant, Wal-
ter Dilatush. SECOND DISTRICT
REGISTRARS - Mrs. M. D.
Clark, Mrs. L. C. Miller. OMCERR-OagE.' AS.TOARndlerson •
RALEIGH 
1JUDGES - James F. Jackson,
George C. Sensing.
OFFICER- Edwin B. Grace. ,REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. O.
JUDGER-Lewis Douglass, How- Speck, Mrs. John B. Payne.
ard Reese, Claude Reese, Mrs. CLERK-Mrs. L. M. Rase.
L. H. Hall, Mrs. B. B. Colley,
Mrs. E. W. Clifton. SECOND DISTRICT
REGISTRARS-Mm. William B. wierranavzie NO. I
Fisher, Mrs. John T. Arnett. OFFICER-Shannon Robison.
'JUDGES-R. B. Pollard, Jame'
WIT.WARTSVILLE J. Bevan, Lester Presson,
OFFICER-E, C. Fowler. Robert B Haynes, Robert
JUDGES-Travis Williams, H., Kirkpatrick, Mrs, Lee
B. Osborn, Duane Pope, Otis; Moore, W. J. Johnston.
, Rowe. R. I.. Douglas, W. L;REGISTRARS - D. C. %My
Thompson, E. L. McDaniel Jr. ,l Frank Ricketts
I Earl Watkins, .1. A Reeder. CLERK-Mrs. Sam Blackwell
I N. C. Carruthers, Robert L. SECOND DISTRICT
Horne. WHITEHAVEN NO. I
ARLINGTON
OFFICER-Ray I4mgmire,
JUDGES-Walter Burrow, C. S
Sims, Sidney Herring, Mrs.
Clara Hood.
REGISTRARS- Elizewth C. Wil-
son, Sarah R Robinson
CLERK-Mrs. Robert Harrell.
REGISTRARS-CI. K. Spencer'
1 Jr. Wesley Foster. 
OMCER-0. C. Baker.
;JUDGES-F. P. McClure, L. 4,
CLERK-E. H. Parr. Speaker, J. P. Freeman, J. W.
!
' 
WOODSTOCK Tapp, Mrs. E. L. Lowry, Mrs.
OFFICER--W. J. Chase. 
C. E. Bodamar, Virginia Ma
Guire.
•JUDGES-Mrs, W. B. Hawkins.
/ Mrs. Annie Hale Johnson, 
REGISTRARS -- R. R. Lamb.
Mrs. Mildred Burrell.
I Charles P. Bursi.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Rembert 
CLERK--J. T. Routs.






JUDGER-A. C. Gilless, E. W. son 
Abernathy.
Bowling, 
Ernest REGISTRARS-Mrs. Kermit X
Kaiser, Mrs. Hugh L Smith.
Hell, Otis Stephenson,
REGISTRARR-Mrs Carrie Lew- 
CLERK-Mrs. J. L. Gulledge.
ellin, Mrs. Bruce Hale.
OFFICER-Charles A. Smith
JUDGES - Roy W. Render-y.4g
Jr., George A. Wampler, Hob
(Oselbeed an Neel Page. I
Sink Osettly Maws*. Mary Beiti
CHARLES G. ELAM Cbab/nas
MRS. ALBERT N. MALLORY, Ir. Secretory
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Hello Boys and Girls,
We are in the middle of Sun-
met and it is always good to
have a safe place to have fun
and play. We invite all boys and
girls to go to your nearest play-
ground and play safe under your
directors.
ROBERT HOW'ZE Last week
ended our games for the season,
we are happy to say that our ten-
nis team has not been defeated.
Next week we will devote our
time to crafts. All little girls from
9-13 are invited to come and learn
some different crafts.
DOUGLASS Playground — This
was a wonderful week under the
rustling oaks of Douglass park.
All the kids were busy either
working on crafts, modeling, play-
ing volley ball or just playing
general. We will have tryouts for
a Douglass representative for our
safety speech and song, _Friday,
August 3. Come and try your tal-
ent.
MANASSAS PARK — It
ways nice to visit other
grounds, last week we were
at Washington playground,





[ ORANGE MOUND NEWS —
Bang! That's how the progres-
sive games went over at Orange
Mound as the kids played every-
thing from leap frog to little Sal-
ly Walker.
The athletic events were also
thrilling as we met our strongest
foe. As you know the Magnolia
teams have always been stiff com-
petitors, but the boys survived by
taking them in Volley Ball and
Paddle tennis. The most outstand-
ing thing of the day was the good
sportsmanship which was display-
ed most perfectly.
[ NEW CHICAGO Playground —
Everything at New Chicago is go-
ing up and up like a cloud. Last
week we had our progressive
-game party. You are invited to
come and have fun with us.
HYDE PARK NEWS — Last
week was another fun filled week
of play. We played Douglass Park
and even if it was a hard game
we managed to win about half
of ,the events.
MAGNOLIA NEWS — We will
have a community parade Wed-1
nesda,y, August 1, why not make'
It your plans to come and see
the children at their best. Last
week was an exciting week with,
plenty of fun for all.
[ MELROSE NEWS — Plenty of
live fun was on Melrose P 1 a sr-
ground last week, all of us en-
joyed the Progressive game. This
week we are having the Circus
and wild West Show.
• WASHINGTON NEWS — Boys
and girls don't forget to come out
everyday and enjoy yourself in
our spacious park where you can:
play safe and feel free from dan-
ger all day.
KANSAS STREET — Last week'
was full of activity with all of
the children getting ready for the
festival. Woodcrafts and sewing,
are being furnished. The big timei
craftsman around the playground'
is 011ie Hudson, along with other!
playground mates.
LINCOLN PARK — Highlight-
ing last week's activities was the,
Special Day program which was .
held on Tuesday, all the children
were happy and made it a grand
affair.
DIXIE HOMES NEWS — Last
week we went to Foote Homes
and played them. This week we
• will go to LeNloyne Gardens to
play. The Circus and Wild West
Show will be Thursday night at
5:30.
BEALE AVENUE Playground—
The past week at Beale Avenue
was full of fun and activity. The
boys and girls were full of energy
and enthusiasm as they worked
very hard on craft materials.
Much progress was shown in this
area. This week our teams are
looking forward to our Athletic
Day when we will play hosts to
L. E. Brown playground. This will
he our last league game for the
season. Hay the better teams win!
RIVERVIEW NEWS — Fun and
good sportsmanship are the head,
lines at Riverview playground.
This vieek will be Special Circus
and Wild West Show. Come out
and see the biggest show on earth
at 5:30 p.m.
PATTERSON'S NEWS — Anoth-
er gay, exciting, and playful week
eud.yed by Patterson playground
last week. The playground has
experienced a very pleasant day
at Lincoln playground July 26. Lin-
coln was very cordial and warm-
hearted, all of Patterson's teams
played their games well.
Kids, don't forget the Circus and
! Wild West Show Friday, August
1 3, 1956. Parents and children are
expected to be out.
The Semi-finals of the Safety
oratoricald and Solo song contest
will be held Wednesday, August
8, at Orange Mound Playground
at 3 p.m. All playgrounds will
participate. The three best orators
and the three best singers will
compete for first Trophies. No ad-
mission 60 you are expecting you!
MISS LANE COLLEGE for
the 1956 Summer session at
the Jackson, Tenn., institution
is Miss Minnie F. Durham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jes-
se Durham, Sr.. of Ripley.
Tenn. She is a graduate of
Lauderdale high school, J. C.
Bren, principal. She is a mem-
ber of St. Lake Baptist





—The Minneapolis Morning Tri-
bune quoted a top Minnesota ad-
viser to Sin. Estes Kefauver of
Tennessee as saying that a Har-
riman-Kefauver ticket is a "dis-
tinct possibility" in the forthcom-
ing Democratic National conven-
tion.
The newspaper reported Robert
E. Short, midwest regional ad-
visor to Keaufer, said:
"Many of Sen. Kefauver's sup-
porters are looking toward the
vice presidency for him on a
ticket headed by Gov. Averell Har-
riman of New York."
Short was elected chairman of




PARIS — (INS) — Monaco offi-
cials announced yesterday that
Prince Rainier and Princess Grace
will leave for the United States
Sept. 20.
The Prince and his movie star
bride will sail aboard the liner
United States and probably will re-
main in the U.S. for two months.
Prior to coming to the U.S., the
couple will cruise the Mediterran-
ean in the royal yacht, Deo Juvane
te, for two weeks.
Meanest Thief
Robs Mute Girl
INDIANAPOLIS — (INS) —Po-
lice are searching for the mean-
est thief of the summer, who per-
suaded a 14-year-old deaf and
dumb girl to change from a bus
into his automobile and then stole






The following Ripsonians motor-
ed to St. Louis a few days ago'
in private cars to enjoy a weekend
visiting friends and relatives and
witnessed some exciting baseball
games between the St. Louis Car-
dinals and Brooklyn Dodgers
Robert Winston Mrs Monnie
Winston, Miss Frances Thompson,,
Mrs. Nannie Sullivan, Gildo
Lake, Mrs. Mary Lake, Jack Lake,!
Mrs. Laura Givens, Levi Moore,'
Mrs. Anna Faye Moore, G. R
Williams, S. E. Moore, Mrs. Ella
M. Moore, S. E Moore, jr., Dee,
Frank Crook, Verlen Wheele
Mrs. Annie L. Wheeler, Doris A.
Wheeler.
Mrs. Willie K. Coe motored with
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Moore and en-
joyed the trip so well she remain-
ed in St. Louis visiting her son..
L. C. Washington, other relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Laura Sutherland's e a r
was hit by another car near Chest-
er, Ill. Much damage was done,
to the car and they were n o t!
able to continue in the car but
no one was seriously hurt. Jer-
ome Burke, Miss Bernice Peete,
Frank Burnett, Miss Mary Bullock
and Roy Springhill were riding
with Mrs. Sutherland.
GETS MASTERS
Harold Bell Winh'ash completed
his work for his master degree
during the Summer school at A.
and I State university, Nashville,
Tenn. The Lauderdale County
teachers got off to a good start
last week with a pre-school Con-
ference at the Lauderdale High
school. The Conference consisted
of studies of State Rules and Reg-
ulations, Lauderdale County Ad-
ministrative Policies, Child ac-
counting, School Health Services
and yearly program of work. Ed-
ric Owens, superintendent Laud-
erdale County schools, S. N. An-
thony, chairman Lauderdale Coun-
ty Board of Education, W. A.
Grimes, attendance teacher. Mrs.
Winifred Shufelt, specialist speech
and hearing, Tennessee Dept. of
Health, Mrs. Ella Dell Chis
Lauderdale County Hot Lunch,
clerk.
Mrs. Givens and Mrs. Bertha'
Morris Lauderdale County Dept.
of Health served as consultants
and gave much helpful informa-
tion. The teachers left feeling they
would be more able to perform
; their duties in a more credit-
' itable manner than they would
had they not attended the con-
ference. Mrs. Ganelle 0. Nelson
is jeanes supervisor. The Lauder-
dale County Teachers Association'
held a. short meeting during this
conference to complete the organi-
zation of the association.
The chairmen of the following
committees were as follows: Prof.
W. W. Mays, budget committee;
Mrs. Erma Jacox, program co-
ittee and Mrs. A. Faye Moore,
social committee. These chairmen
along with their members are to
be compliented.
The Budget committee reco in-
mended that $50 be provided for
the sending of a delegate to Amer-
ican Teachers Association which
convened in Atlanta, Ga., Jul y29.
The membership elected M r s.
Ganelle 0. Nelson,' the Jean s,
teacher to represent the organi-
zation at the ATA.
Halls has its first Negro high
school which opened Monday July
30. The following new teachers
were added to the faculty: Miss
Eleanor Alston, English a n d
French. A & I State university;
Miss Mary Lucie Myles, Voc.!
Home Economics, A & I State
university; Miss Elmira Daniel,i
Commerce, A I State univer-'
sity: Richard E. Tucker, Building'
and Trades, A & I State univer-
sity and John Perry , physical
education and coach, Kentucky
State.
Mrs. Minnie Slaughter resigned
from the Lauderdale High school
to accept work in the Shelby
County School system. Mrs. Ruth
Halliburton Nelson resigned from
the High school and she is now
working toward a Masters Degree
at Wayne university, Detroi t,
Mich.
Mrs. Lena Crew, who under
went a ,xrious operation a few
weeks ago is now recuperating
rapidly in the home of her son-
in-law James Baltimore, Oak St.,
, Ripley, Tenn. Erie Berard Dur-
ham and Jessie Durham III of
St. Louis. Mo.. are visiting their
grandparents. Mr and Mrs. Jes






6 p.m. — Serenade
7:00—"On Sheeps in the Mea-
dow", we visit a farm.
7:15 — "Tall Enough Tommy"
is read on The Friendly Giant
and then Rusty chins himself on
Friendly's Pipe.
7:30 — The Finder introduces
Miss Lois Fisher, artist and story
teller, who tells of the meeting
of two legendary figures, Pecos
Bill and Paul Bunyan. John Gam-
ble shows how the Indians told
stories by dancing and demon-
strates with the story of a hunting
expedition.
8:00 — Arthur Whittemore tells
about his first job playing for a
movie theatre in "Old Movie" pre-
sented on Two Grand.
8:15 — "Night Music" is pre-
sented by the Paris Ballet troupe
on Bellets de France from Time,
Inc.
8:30 — On Prelude to the Pres-
idency the subject is "Evaluation
of the National Convention as a
Nominating Device".
9:00 — Dr. Elmer Belt, found-
August 2-3
er of the Famous Belt Library of
Vinciana, is guest authority on
Renaissance on TV.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
6 p.m. — Serenade.
7:00 — Josie Carey decides to
play a trick on the Children's Cor-
ner people.
7:30 — Destination: Whit*
House dramatizes episodes in the
life of America's sixth president,
John Quincy, Adams, the father
of American foreign policy.
7:45 — Frontier to Space is
about the "Rocket Nozzle".
8:00 — "Fun With Music" is
the title of the program present-
ed on "Music For Everybody"
with Sigmund Spaeth.
8:30 — Milestones of Medicine,
presented by the Memphis and
Shelby County Medical Society,
features "Red Cross Repor t,
1956".
9:00 — Foreign Fields, a series
of documentary films on World
War II, distributed by British In-
formation Service, presents "True
Glory".
Mrs. Seward To Speak
For Bloomfield Women
The annual Woman's day will
be held at the Bloomfield Baptist
church 123 So. Parkway W. Pre-
opening will be August 3, with
visiting chorus and panel discus-
sion.
Convention Auxiliary of the Na-
tional Convention of the USA, Inc.
The public is invited to come
and hear Mrs. Seward.
Rev. L. S. Biles, pastor; Mrs.
Sunday, August 5, at 3 el;m•, Lula Easley, chairman; and Mrs.
o'clock Mrs. J. H. Seward will be Jessie Banks, r•porter,our guest speaker. She is a mem-
ber of Canaan Baptist church, of I
Covington, Tenn. She is church or-
ganist, a graduate of Spelman
college, Knoxville college, A & 1
State college and University of
Chicago. She holds A. B., B. S.,
and M. B. A. degree, she is also
Dean of International Standard
Recording Secretary of -Woman
Dr. Johnson
Veep Of AEA
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — President'.YOU CAN 111Wft WIIH-7.A) One house fly can carry six mil-
1
. Charles S. Johnson of Fisk uni-
lion germs 
.
; versity has been elected vice -
1 president of the Adult Education
Association of the USA. The 13,-,
000-member organization is en-!
gaged in promoting and coordi-I












There is a reason why people
like to do business with us It
is our prompt, friendly serYic•
courteous treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.









13 To One --- Survey
INDIANAPOLIS — (INS) —
Male alcoholics, outnumber fe-
male alcoholics by a 13 to one
ratio, in seektng treatment, the
commission on alcoholism re-
ported.
Other interesting notes com-
piled by the commission indi-
cates that once-treated patients
do return for additional care.
Of the 1,703 recent number of
admissions for treatment in In-
diana institutions, there are 102
patients who previously sought
treatment.
One patient has been commit-
ted four times, seven three
times and 94 twice before.
.1101110111100111111010111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
$$$ LOOK WHO IS COMING $$$
MONEY SUCCESS HAPPINESS
If you need success, happiness, peace, advice and other
help you should see BISHOP HINES, one who has helped
thousands all over the world, many have bought homes,
automobiles, started bank accounts and hit highways of
great success. Take all conditions and problems to this
God sent man. See him in Memphis, Tennessee August
9th, 10th, at 406 Mulberry Street, or call 5-6834 or
5-6835. Rush Telegrams today and have your blessings
tomorrow. Have that hit at once in one day. Send all
Telegrams to BISHOP ROBERT HINES, 21375th 7th
Avenue, New York City, N.Y. - Send Money Orders of
$10.00 or $15.00 At Once.
Stork Stops
Bore At John Gaston Hospital:
JULY 21, 1954
Betty Jean Rode, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Rode, of 1970
Kansas.
Dorothy Jean Blanchard, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
C. Blanchard, of 726 Beale.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Purdy, of 934 Lenow.
Sammy Lee Stiff, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clenton Stiff, of 279 N.
Dunlap.
Betty Elizabeth Strong, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Strong,
of 718 Silson rd.
Alfred Henry Thomas, jr., a son,
to Mr, and Mrs. Alfred Thom-
as, of 218 Hernando.
Kim Yvette Richmond, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Richmond, on 1446 Caradine.
James Hulie Dodson, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Dod-
son, of 500 Tillman.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Chapman, of 1623 Locust.
Abraham Barron, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Barron, of
1316 Hamilton.
Anthony Mondelro Givands, a
sod, to Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Givands, of 1388 Kney.
JULY 2, 1956
Sherry M a udea n Sanders, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Sanders, ,of 307 Leath.
Hannah Jean Seay, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Seay,.
of 1531 Oriole.
Kirk Hinton, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs .John H. Hinton, of 1461 Car-
adine.
Herbert Lee Rice, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Rice, of
90 W. Illinois.
1James Leroy Jones, a son, to !
Mr. and Mrs. Roshell Jones, of
629 Baby Row.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.;
M. C. Glass, of 1856 Person.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Irby, of 919 LeMoyne
dr.
Gloria Jean Burt, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Obie Burt, of
796 N. Montgomery.
Helen Jo Wilson, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Wilson, of 786
Linden,
Verenica Wright, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wright, of
1055 Melrose.
JULY 23, Ina
Dora Lee Braden, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Nokomis Braden,
of 1624 Sunset.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Allen, of 3082 Fisher.
Deborah Lynn Atkins, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Atkins,
of 376 Hahannah.
Sabrina Lynn Brown, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Brown,
of 679 McKinley.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rayford McKinley, of 718 Polk.
Willie Earl Hampton, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hampton of
664 Linden.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Jones, of 1849 Ferber.
Brenda Jean Hawkins, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Hawkins, of 24 E. California.
Rufus Melvin Jefferson, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Jeffer-
son, of 796 Neptune.
Walter Darrell Lipson, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Lipson,
of 2778 Douglas.
; Willie Charles Crawford, jr., a
1 son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie C.
!Crawford, of 1163 University,
1 Shades Derrick Coppage, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Cop.
page of 2356 Ethridge.
Jacquelyn Denise Pryor, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Pryor, of 22 Farrow.
Burnell Whitfield, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Isaiah Whitfield, of 719
Austin.
Dorothy Marie Cole, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Selton Cole, of
972 Indianan.
Samuel Price, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Price, of
2354 Douglas.
Linda Fay Gunn, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Gunn,
of 750 Josephine.
JULY 24, 1956
Cheryl Driver, a daughter to a1
KanedtchMurms.. Willie D. Driver, of 2601
•
Theodore Miller, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Booker T. Miller, of 934
Lenow.
Beverly Lynn Jackson, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Carnashal
Jackson, of 2067 Hubert.
Reginald Cornelious, a son, to
Mr. and Drs. Obie Cornelious of
2601 Carnes.
, A daughter to Mr. and Mrs
James E. Weathers, of 725 Mis-
sissippi.
[ Gladys Ann Young, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Fillies Young, of
ZLxW a.Li7
950 McDowell.
Audrey Marie Vann, a (laugh,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter G.
Vann, of 2637 Pershing rd.
George Lee Shepherd, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. George L. Shep-
herd, of 539 Marahan rd.
Everlona Stewart, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Stewart,
of 1879 Keltner.
L. C. Phillips, jr., a son, ta Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Phillips, of 2724
Select. t 1
Kevin Alan Dickerson, a son,
Keith Alvin Dickerson, a son
(twins) to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
L. Dickers,. jf 648 Wellington.
JULY 25, 1956
Vicki Lynn Longstreet, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo R.
Longstreet, of 310 Dixie rd.
Kenneth Bernard Freeman, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Freeman, of 1003 Texas.
Arthur Douglas Wilkins, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Wil-
kins, of 1442 Valse.
Terry Lee Johnson, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. John-
ston, of 71 Wilson rd.
Pamela Anita Brown, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Brown, of 357 Decatur.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Autry
Brantley, of 23 N. Orleans.
Cleotha Hobbs, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Hobbs, of 601
Georgia.
Carmen Terea Mays, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Mays,
of 1718 Rayner.
Frankie Louise Teavis, a daugh-
ter. to Mr. Ad Mrs. Sammie L.
Travis, of 785 Saxon.
Gary Aldridee, a son. to Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Aldridge, of 2484
Winnona.
Michael Ray Thompson, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C.
Thompson, of 1469 Minnie.
Leon Watkins, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Watkins, of 763 Tan-
glewood.
Patricia Ann Milliamson, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Feaster
'Milliamson, of 3016 McAdoo.
Hugh D Walker. jr . a son, to
Mr. and Mrs, Hugh Walker., of
2921 Yale.
Joyce Jean Jones. a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Jones,
of 1158 Capitol.
Barbara Ann Warner, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lucious War-
ner, of 383 Heiskell.
Johnnie William Bankhead, jr.,
a son, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
W. Bankhead, of 972 Forrest.
Katie Pearl Ward, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie C. Ward,
of 265 Pontotoc.
Andrew Butler, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Butler, of 1023
Harrison.
Sherilyn Denise King. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John King,
of 1473 Kyle.
Cleodis Lockett, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mel Lockett, of 1627
Locust.
Kenneth Earl Jackson, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Jack-
son, of 1289 Grand.
Roderick Kine, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Judge King, of 891 Ken-
tucky.
Denise Lynn Johnson, a daugh-
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Virgis J.
Johnson, of 192 Saffaran
Darnell Yancy, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edroy Yancy, of 1055
Tupelo.
Debritta Diane Weodear a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs, !item.
roe Weoden, of 255 Radar., s
Celestine Howell, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie W. Howell, of
924 Alaska.
Arthur Glenn Davis, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Davis, of
1165 Chicago.
Rogie Bowie, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Bowie, of 756 N. Belle-
vue.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Lewis, of 899 Louisiana.
Elaine Carol Jorded, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jor-
dan, of 2.101 Hubert.
Batagalic Ann Morman, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Blor-
man, of 50 Tilkoan.
Nadolvn Debris Matlock, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Na-
thaniel Matlock, of 1563 Webb.
Ella Mae Daniels, a daughter,
to Yr. and Mrs. Ed Daniels, of *
219 Oklahoma.
Michael Ray Thomas, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Thomas,
of 212 Manassas.
Arthur Bowers, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs.. Arthur Bovign,
of 2 Pauline Circle E.
Willie Marcellus Moore, a son.
to Mr. and Mrs. William MoOre,
of 1840 Rile.
Celestine Carpenter, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leo Carpenter,
of 971 Baby Row.
Cheryl Denise Harbert, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Hayward
Harbert, of 1125 Smith.
Jimmie Ed Ruth, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs .Jimmie E. Ruth,
of 5181/2 Hampton.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Williams, of 1380 Kansas.
Barbara Ann Nelson, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James Nel-
son, of 1911 Jeltner,
Betty Jean Allen, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Allen, of
716 Hastings (R)
Jimmie Earl Price, a son, to





ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. R. 0.
Johnson, professor of education at
Atlanta university, has been
granted two years leave of ab-
sence to accept the position of
chief education officer in Laos.
W. Africa.
Assigned to Laos by the Inter-
national Cooperation Administra-
tion of the U. S. Department of
State, Dr. Johnson' first task
will be to assist the Laotian min-
istry of education to draw up plans
for a system of elementary educa-
tion.
The emphasis will be at first
on rural education, according to
!Dr. Johnson, so that best advan-
tage can be taken of U. S. techni-
cal assistance in developing the
agricultural economy of Laos. Dr.
Johnson will work with the Laotian
director of basic and elementary
education who has responsibility
[ for training rural education lead-
, ers and elementary school teach-
ers and the preparation of mater-
ials for community education,
"THE SEARCHERS" EPIC DRAMA ON
NEW DAISY SCREEN SUNDAY!
-
;*.f
JOHN WAYNE and Ward Bond fight out of an ambushin "THE SEARCHERS," a John Ford production in Vistavision and Technicolor starts Sunday at the NEW DAISY
THEATRE for a 4 day run.
START ON YOUR JOURNEY TO SUCCESS VIA
•
HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE, Inc.
-WHERE DREAMS COME TIRUE-
Fall Term Begins September 12, 1956
Registration: September 10 - 11 Day and Night Classes
Free Employment Service for Civilians and Veterans
530 Linden Ave. - Phone: IA. 7-4756 - Memphis, Tenn.
%Id
•Presley, lortkn, Fitzgerald Next?
Promoters Seek•Visiting With Stars
Shows Many Jackpots
Past, Present, Future
In an appearance with the New
Haven Symphony Orchestra at the
Yale Bowl drew 8,900 paid and
this grossed $10,000. The Duke
may cut an album with the ork
on his own material.
Barely back from a six months'
tour of Europe and Israel, the
Lionel Hampton crew is due to
leave again in September. They
will play in England September
*30th, for eight days followed up
with 22 dates in provincial cities.
Billy Daniels is having much
((pluck with the Irish, In Belfast
in Ireland Billie's cur-
rent tour is packing them in with ,
his old favorites He won't be
home until October.
Harlemites and Brooklynites, too
for that matter having a bad sum-
mer, baseball avise- With the.
Giants in the cellar and world!
champions not abie to climb out
of third place. National Leaguers
have no place to go. And the Yan-
kees just don't inteiest them that




By DOLORES CALVIN Ellington may be in England in
NEW YORK — Duke Ellington I '57.
Sarah Vaughan so wonderful at
the swank Fontainbleau in Miami
Beach that they're doing unseason-
ably good business. She's sure to
be asked again in the winter. .
What makes everything Harry Be•
lafonte touch turn to gold? He's go-
ing like a house afire. For two
weeks-13 performances, Harry
grossed $145,000--topping all rec-
ords ever made in the history of
Los Angeles' Greek Theater.
Larry Steele celebrated 10 years
in producing -Smart Affairs" with
the terrific one for '56. .Full of '
bounce, fast moving dancing num-
The Suez canal extends for a
distance of 105 miles.
bers, Larry's new one is a credit I
to his producing skill and to the
newly renovate.] and aircondition-
ed Club Harlem in Atlantic City
—one of the few race owned spots
around in the East.
the end of this month. . .Duke
Natives Hail
MEET THE GREATEST.
They're Louis Armstrong, king
of the trumpet and Teddy Wil-
son, ace pianist. Scene shows
Teddy visiting backstage after
Satchmo concert to express his
admiration for the greatest




There is nothing definate about, Amphitheatre where conventions
the rumor that Elvis Presley, Ella ' are held; and a few like places in
Fitzgerald and Louis Jordan will other cities might hold the jams
headline a "package" to be launch- however. It appears that such a
ed this fall on nation wide tour, package would be best suited for
One thing for sure, however, pro- ball parks and other outdoor
moters the country over are in- places that cannot be used in win-
terested in booking such a show. ter. The overhead alone from uuch
This corner was attracted to a package would run into thou-
the story, or promise, if you must sands daily. No promoter could
say so, when several calls reach- come out with his shirt sams a tale
ed our desk seeking information of more than $10,000 a night. That
about the "package." Working on is why this corner assumes a
the theory that where there is doubtful attitude over chances of
smoke there is likely to be fire the "package" being sent on a one
launched our own investigation via nighter tour.
several Broadway booking agents.
So far, of the two calls retirned,
there is still nothing to report on
the story.
One thing that makes the story
appear just a rumot is fact that
LONG-ARMED SWARMER
(',RAMBLING. La. — An a I !-
regular end combination headed
by Culmer will command Grambl-
Presley is committed for many en- .mg s stop-em and catch-em de-
and 
including TV for fall
artments this fall.• Culmer is awinter run. Then too the trio P
long-armed swarmer from Miami.of artists are under different man-
agements. Getting them together
would not be as easy as their per- I 
•
formance jointly would be popular.
However recalling that Frankie
VIVIAN C. BRACKEN, Vee-
Jay recording company execu-
tive of Chicago chats with At-
torney Herbert ('. Greenwood,
member of the Los Angeles Po-
lice Commission at press-ra-
dio reception busted by Mrs.
Bracken during her recent
it in Los Angeles. host of
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sat., August 4, 1956
leading disc jockeys, newsmen
and other civic leaders attend-
ed. In addition to her duties
as a record manufacturer,
Mrs. Bracken has her own
four hour dee jay show every
'lay s ía WIVCA. Gary, Indiana.
Irs in Smg ith photo.
Lame toured with a star package 
1; Awarded Music Osc ar In Europe paosfesiwbilletyas q 
onisiothaperkobaadbdtisit a hit of
probability the Run Hits That Loom Sensations
ana Cole, Anita Tucker Record
report.
There is no denying that such
Sarah Vaughan r PARIS — The French "Aca.! 1956'• for 
the best French Jazz-
man was won by Guy Lafitte. 
Jackson for "Vogue," 
a package would he a natural the
nation over. They are all great ar-
Monsieur Jean Cocteau, pre-cm- tists and riding the crest of their
• • demie du Jazz," to whic
h Arthur The above award, under the old
In Trinidad
By E. A. WIGGINS The "Prix 
Django Rhinhardt "Mercury." and in 1954 by Milton
azz,
TRINIDAD, West Indies —She a member when it was 
founded demie du Jazz," presented
 the l confined to small halls such as the
HOLLYWOOD — The Nat King,
Cole family is on the ball music-
ally, we'd say after listening to
an early release of "Somebody's
' Briggs, the Louis Armstrong of! 
inent French Academician and particularly careers today. In fact 
•
title: "L'Oscar du Disque de Gotta Lo
se" by wifey, Maria. It's'
France, was unanimously elected 
Honorary President of the "Aca- such a package would hardly be
J " and not limited to French 
a Capitol disc with background
just as terrific on these follow-ups main in the top bracket if she
as with "Tweedle." The gal is a keeps up the present pace that
natural artist and is certain to re- rates her as one of the best.
music that supports the artist ap-
Came, she sang and they fell at- in 1954, held their third 
annual awards and certificates to the w
in-! various cities and towns along the
'her feet. That describes the (rid "Gala" on Monday night at 
the 
I one nighter trail affords. Chicago's 
preciably.
umphant 10 day tour of singer "Piscine Deligny" and awa
rded
Sarah Vaughan in her first per- the French "Oscar," 1956, for the
sonal appearance in the West In- recording of the Jazz Orchestra,
dies. I small Combo, and musician that
Stephen Hill, who promoted the . they judged "best o
f the year."
tour, told reporters that each con- John Lewis' Modern Jazz Quar-
cert drew standing room only tet, which includes Milt Jac
kson,1
audiences. vibraphone; Percy heath, contre-
Besides her nitely concerts she bass and Kenny 
Clark, drummer, I
made numerous appearances on. were among t
he winners.
disc jockey shows, TV programs Patterned somewhat after Ame-
and in record shops that declar-irica's Movieland -Oscar" for the
ed a Sarah Vaughan Day in her year's best Films, performers, etc.
honor. I the jury-one woman and eleven
Before she flew here Miss men, of the 'A
cademic du Jazz,"
Vaughan had cancluded a success. with Arthur Briggs 
the only Ne-
ful date at the Fontainbleau ho- gro-pass judgemen
t on the merits
tel on Miami Beach in Florida.' and demerits of Jazz 
Orchestras
Her manager. George Treadwell, down to soloists 
by listening to
signed a contract that calls for her their records-submi
tted by differ-
to appear there twice yearly for ern recording 
companies-and by
the next five seasons.
Sales Tax Nets
Chicago $1,771,640
The City of Chicago netted $1,-
771,640 from. the one cent city
sales tax during April.
. State Treasurer Warren Wright
has revealed a total of $3.582,665 Five votes were necessary to
is being disbursed to the various decide the best Jazz Orchestra re-
cities throughout Illinois which cording, for the renamed ''Django
have levied the municipal tax. Rhinhardt Prize" (out of love and
devotion for the latter), which ul-
Of add wallpaper sold in the U.S. timately went to Monsieur Chris-
about 60 per cent is sold to ama- tian Chevallier, Franch Maestro,
teurs. compositor and arranger.
MOTOR-TRANSMISSIONS
EXCHANGED
ALL MAKES IN STOCK
• No Money Do.',1
• 1 -Day Ser.cc
• Fre"' Tow •In
















For A New 1956 MERCURY
No Fixed Down Payment




DON'T MISS THESE BIG BARGAINS
ON THE BIG M
SEE US BEFORE YOU TRADE
GILMORE MOTORS, INC.
Your LINCOLN-MERCURY DEALER
Home Of Unexcelled Service
JA. 5-0717
540 So. Third At Calhoun
Plus Safe Buy Used Cars
JA. 7-3892
the great Sarah Vaughan 'for, ners
•
Bullock's Educational TV
Series Due Within A Year
By R. W. HILLIARD land, Betty Wilson, Ray Jean Wallace, Dora 
Richards, Willie
Stanley, Barbara Grimmett, Mar- Erwin, James Green. Cecile John-
HOUSTON, Texas — A dream yin Wilson, Mildred Smith, Allee son and Ramona Brown.
which had its beginning 22 years 
ago is fast becoming a reality as
the educational television series
"People Are Taught To Be Dif-
ferent" moves into production at
Texas Southern university and the
University of Houston, under di-
mas Smith, James Lark, James
I Banks and Robert Williams and
dancers — Bonnie Branch Hol-
comparing and analyzing the tech-
nique styles and creative ability In 1954 a television committee
of the individuals concerned. was formed by President R.
The Modern Jazz Quartet won! O'Hara Lanier. Clarence Mang-I
the "L'Oscar du Disque de Jazz ham headed this committee. Con. I
1956." , • tacts were made with Dr. John
The prize goes to the "Barclay Schwarzwaider ot KUHT-TV.
Recording co." for the following
records: "Django," "La Ronde,' Dr. Schwar
zwalder contacted a
"One Bass Hit" and "Milano." I represen
tative of National Edu-
cational TV concerning the idea
and found that the Educational
Television and Radio Center of
Ann Arbor, Mich. as interested.
When completed, in the fall of
1957, films will be available for
release from the Educational Tel-
evision and Radio Center at Ann
Arbor, Mich.
"We owe much to Dr. S. M.
Nabrit. President of Texas South-
ern university for placing the var-
ious resources of the university 1 1
at our disposal," said Dr. Bul-
lock.
Other credits listed by Dr. Bul-
lock from Texas Southern univer-
sity are: Mrs. Marjorie N. Stu-
art, choreography — creating and
directing dance routine; Dr. N.
L. Gerren and Jack Bradley —
composing, scoring and conduct-
ing the sound: Dr. John Biggers
and Joseph Mack, creating graphic
phic designs and illustrating set-
tings; Clarence Mangham — put
ting scrip in form. • Protests BiasMiss Naomi Williams — assist-
ing in research and typing of
scripts; Musicians — Leroy Hum-
phires, Joyce Thomas, Roland
Thomas, Mitchell Banks, Luke
Aria
-
HAZEL SCOTT, rocks' em and Hollywood with so different
rolls in at famed Mocombo in style and innovations.
Of London Flat
bean governments' official, and
'signed a sub-tenancy for a Lon-
don flat. On his arrival, it was
observed by the owners' agents
KINGSTON, Jamaica — (ANP) that the trade official was colored.
—Governments of the British Car-
Londow, Richard Collins, Lonnie ibbean territories were greatly
Flanagan, George Lundy, Camp- disturbed recently when their as- Tourists bring in about 5412
bell Tolbert, Arthur Lewis, Oma sistant Trade Envoy to London, million a year in Texas which is
Galloway, James Borkchum, Tho- \vac, jim crowed by owners of a more income than any other in-
dustry except cotton.London flat.
Allan Morals was sent to London
as a highly placed British Carib-
GRADE
CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS
AS LOW AS $50 DOWN
KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.




GrOn the same release date is a
"show stopper' by Anita Tucker
titled "Hop, Skip and Jump" that
is tunesational and certain to reach
the hit parade. Based on this tune's
promise Anita is certain to move
into the top bracket where an
artists of her talent. belongs. She




know how in this disc that rates By DOLORES CALVIN
 him a costume that belonged ta
NEW YORK — The race's fin_ someone e
lse without any altera-
raAvensOther tuneful disc Is the latest est opera stars are indeed happy 
lions to fit him plus wouldn't even
show him the courtesy by allowing
by Five Keys titled, _"Peace annd in Europe this summer for
 they
him to see the stage sets.
Love" that is backed by the solid are finally getting
 attention they
"My Pigeon Gone." Both sides deserve plus some fabulous 
moo- Attention is almost as important
as money to an opera star. And
are surefire and certain to attract ey,
attention of pollsters nation over. In Italy, it's Robert McFe
rrin. the Europeans are showing it to
Laverne Baker (Atlantic) is who was paid $1,000 fee for one 
Negro stars. Charming Camilla
performance plus a round trip Williams has become a sensation in
proving to disc poolsters that the
transportation at Italy's finest Te- Vienna, singing "Saint of Bleaker
success of '"rweedle" was no ac- 
San Carlo. This is regarded a Street" plus she's hailed for her
eident has just cut a pair that
rousing price for a newcomer mak- German lieder. In America, Ca-
figure to match the former in
sales. Laverne who has become a ing
national favorite through her discs
of the race to make it at the Me-
over, McFerrin, who was the first than second rate treatment but
tropolitan after Marian Anderson, 
not
csFoerinrinV
his European debut. More- milli' was never accorded more
ielynania.he
and personal appearance tours is doing many
a solid artist with fine voice and
got attention he never received more opera roles in Italy. The fa-
personality plus. When her new re- 
LaScala is bidding for hintcording hit shelves you'll find her
 hearsal for his debut and this con-
here. He was allowed 10 days re-i
I trasts sharply to the Metropolitan
which rushed him in witout a
stage or orchestral rehearsal, gave
CLARKLAKE, Mich.—The "Sol—
id Gold Cadillac" wheels into the ,
Pleasant View Pavilion Thursday,
for a two week-end run. '
This uproarious comedy with its
spoofing of "big business" and its '
"little men" has proven an audi-
ence favorite since its recent
Broaday premiere.
"The Solid Gold Cadillac" will
be presented by the Pleasant
View Players Summer Stock Com-
pany, Thursday, Friday, and Sat-
urday (August 2, 3, 4, and 9. 10,
11) at the Pleasant View Pavilion
at Clarklake.
All Pleasant View Players pro-
ductions are presented in the "Cir-
cle" or "Arena" style with the au-
dience seated around the stage.
Excellent accommodations are
offered by the Pleasant View Ho-
tel adjoining the theatre. Reser-
vations for lodging or dinuer may
be made by calling Lakeside 9-
9195.
and there's even talk they will
revive L'Africaine" by Mayer-
beer just for him.
NEW YORK — Thomas A. Edi-
son held more tthan 1,100 patents
on his inventions, it is estimated,
at the time of his death.
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

















Restaurants and Drive-Ins--It's Here—NEW GIANT SIZE "IDEAL" BEVERAGE COOLER
8-Ft.----45 Case Capacity - Why buy two cases when one will do the job?
COME IN AND SEE IT AT...
LIT REFRIGERATION CO.
Southeast Corner Main and Vance Mono IA.7-8445
artists only, was won last year by
•
TRI-STATE DEFENDER




Mr. and Mrs. Sam Armfield, of
fS2 Jackson, are spending their
vacation in Detroit with relatives
and friends.
Gus Callum, of 126 S. 13th st.,
left last Sunday tor Flint. Mich.,
to be at the bedside of his sick
father, James Collins, who is very
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Porter, of
301 S. 25th, had as their guest
last week their son, Eddie Jr.,
Miss Bertha Porter has been ill
but is now improving.
r. E. Patterson, of 126 S. 13th,
is spending his vacation in Chi-
cago visiting his mother Mrs. Op-
helia Garth. P. E. says he ex-
pects to have a good time in the
Windy City.
There will be s dance for the
teenagers every Friday night at
Wonder High school in the gym.
Mrs. Millie Steele directress and
Floyd Boyce, director, say t h e
dances will continue until school
starts.
' After a two-year reign Marion
4-H club lost to the McNeil club.
bliss Bernice Henderson a n d
Franklin McNeil were crowned
King and Queen of the county sen-
ior 4-H clubs last Friday during
the annual rally. They turned in
$160.83. Marion club turned in
$75 and Turrell $30. The McNeil
club won the county loving cup
with the highest score.
Judges were Mrs. G. Walker,
of West Memphis; Mrs. Loretta
Chapple, West Memphis; a n d
Chester S. Durley, soil conserva-
tionist for Crittenden county.
' The King and Queen get an
all-expense paid trip to st a t e
camp July 3-August 3. 1August Gordon of Indianapolis,
Ind., was down here last week
on a business trip. Mr. Gordon is
the son of Mr. Effie Gordon and
the late Howard Gordon. He is
formerly of West Memphis. His i
mother returned with him for a
indefinite stay,
Leodis Woods, of 21 S. 12th st.,
Is on the sick list this week. Mr.
Woods is a student at Wonder
High and his classmates a n d
friends wish him a speedy recov-
ery. Hs is the son on Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Shelton.
James Berry, jr., and his moth-
er Mitchell, of St. Louis, have
been guests in their father's home
306 S. 16th st. They were here
several weeks before making their
departure.
Mrs. Mamie French and h e r
son Amos, jr., of Chicago, were
house guests of her mother, Mrs.
Martha Beard, of 502 N. 11th.
Mrs. Beard goes back with them.
Rev. Williams, of S. 14th is on
the sick list after suffering a
stroke.
Mrs. Melissa Hardy, of 721 S.
20th st., has been a patient at
Crittenden Memorial hospital and
is now convalescing at her home.
Manzett Andrew of 1110 Thomp-
son ave., is leaving for Ca mp
Carson in Colorado where he will
go back into service. This will be
his third time in.
Mrs. W. C. Carson, of 309 N.
12th, has as her guest Miss Lillie
Pearl Crusoe, a niece, of Missis-
sippi.
Announcement was made 1 a $ t
Wednesday by Floyd Naylor, man-
ager of local swimming pools that
a 12-lesson ccrurse in swimming
would be given at the Negro pool
starting next Monday from 9:30
to 11 a.m., with registration. The
classes are being held each morn-
ing between 11 and 12 for two
weeks with Roosevelt Brown, life
guard and qualified instructor,
holding courses for both beginners
and advanced students. Price of
the 12 lessons is $6.
Mrs. Reed, of 126 S. 13th st.,
will spend her vacation in Chi-
cago with her daughter, Mrs. Op-
helia Garth and aunt, Mrs. Sack-
land. Before returning home she
will spend a few days with her
father-in-law, W. L. Reed, Gary,and a friend, James Collins, in
L. Rodgers, of 1806 Madison,
is spending his vacation in Joliet,Ill., with his grandmother, Mrs.
Celerstine Harris and his uncle,
Linder. Rodgers is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Rodgers and is a
Wonder High school student.
Legionnaire Writes In
Behalf Of New Member
This is your Comrade Grove?
C. Burson talking again as I re-
member the days and nights when
you were in the GI schools and
I would come down and talk to
and with you.
First I would like to call your
attention to World War I; when
the Veterans of that conflict re-
turned to civilian life, there were
no veterans hospitals. The sick,
.the wounded, the insane we r ei
housed in many instances in jail.,
It was then that American Legion
put on its fighting gloves a n d
started the program which brought
about the finest of medical care
for our Veterans in the most I
modern VA hospitals from coast
to coast.
Since rehabilitation and legisla-
tion are closely related, we might
well discuss the GI Bill of Rights
for the veterans of World War II
and Korean War. It is a subject
that The American Legion dis-
cuss with a great deal of pride
because it was the men of this
organization who conceived t h e
idea for the two GI Bills, who
drafted and piloted them through.
the halls of congress.
These Bills were truly readjust-
ment acts for those Veterans. They
gave them opportunity for higher
education; to get started in busia
fleas; opportunity to start buying '
their own homes. I would not like
for you to mislead by some club
or individual of what can be done.
My mind goes to the Bible where
Christ said there would be many
come as wolves in sheep clothes
as there ,s but one God there is
but one American Legion that
have and still is fighting for its,
Veterans.
As Commander of the Austress
Russell Post No. 27, 393 Beale
ave., may I appeal to you Vet-




The American Telephone a n d
Telegraph Company has announc-
ed that a special meeting of its
share owners will be held on Sept.
5, to vote on an increase in the
amount of authorized stock of the
company from 60.000,000 shares to
100,000.000.
If the increase In authorized
stocks is approved, the company
plans to mail to share owners on
Qct. L.-Rights' tc purchase ad-
ditional stock at par, $10 per
share, on the basis of one new
share for each 10 shares outstand-
ing.
About 5,750,000 shares will be
involved in this initial offering and
therefore about $575,000, will be
made available to meet the re-
qtrirements of the Bell System
Companies for lew capital, need-
ed because of rapid expansion.
where you will have man from.ievery office that is filled in the
United States to help you. Your
membership is needed here in
your post.
We meet the first and third
Tuesday nights at the Beale ave-
nue auditorium at 7:45 p.m.
P. S. There is no red tape in be-
coming a member, your birth and
service record is all that is need-
ed, no rank, one fee $5 per year.
AWARD FOR SUGGESTION
—Fred D. Henry, of 1492 Ar-
kansas, truck driver In Stor-
age Service Branch at t h e
Army's Memphis General De-
pot receives a $10 award and
letter of commendation from
Lt. Col. Henry B. Cary, chief
of miscellaneous service of-
fice. His suggestion which
earned the award was to in-
stall a whistle on the air com-
pressor which could be heard
over the din of m a chines
when fire alarm was sounded.
(U. S. Army Photo)
Bishop College Marks Plan Seabrook
Diamond Jubilee Year Inauguration
MARSHALL, Texas — During Major course offerings are in AUSTIN, Texas — The board
the school year 1955-56, Bishop col.'
lege celebrated the Diamond Ju-
bilee (75th) anniversary of its
founding. For 75 years the college,
has been the foremost Baptist in-
stitution of Christian higher edu-
cation for Negro youth in the
Southwest.
When the regular session begins
here on Sept. 1, the college will
initiate the first year of the last
quarter of its first century. Ad-
mission officials of the institution
are expecting a record enrollment
V more than 200 freshmen stu-
dents.
Bishop is accredited by the
biology, business, chemistry, eco-
nomics, elementary education,
English, foreign languages, home-
making, history, music, physical
education, mathematics and phy-
sics, political science, sociology
and secondary education.
NINTH PREXY
The president of the institution
is Dr. M. K. Curry, jr. Dr. Curry
is the ninth president of the his-
toric institution. Under his lead-
ership the endowment of the in-
stitution has been increased, the
physical plant modernized, a n d
one of the strongest faculties in
the history of the college is em-
ployed
Instruction at Bishop is of very
high order. It embraces the uni-
versity mind and spirit, while re-
taining the intimacies and cultur-
al services of the smell Christian
college.
The college library is a govern-
ment depository for the congres-
sional district for the area.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Group and individual guidance
is given each student through the
department of Student Personal
Services. Students provide active
leadership for all campus organ-
izations and administrative com-
mittees, academic clubs, intramu-
ral activities, honorary and social
sororities and fraternities.
The tuition, room and board
costs at Bishop are moderate.
Grant-in-aid, scholarships and loan
loan funds are available
1 Bishop college sponsors T h e
I Bishop College Center, a junior
, college division at Dallas, Texas.In your Legion Paper you can 
 which vary greatly in their areakeep up with what is going on 
and their elevation.for or against you as a Veteran,
why not join now?
of trustees and the committee on
public ceremonies of Huston-Til-
lotson have begun making plans
for the inauguration of Dr. J. J.
Seabrook as the first permanent
president of the institution since
it was created by a merger of
Tillotson college and Samuel Hus-
ton 11 .
The inauguration will take place
on Thursday, Oct. 25, and will
be in conjunction with the observ-




DALLAS, Texas — Conservative
forces in Texas staged a dramatic
comeback Saturday as voters ap-
proved three measures aimed at
preventing racial integration.
Although the vote is not binding
on the Texas legislature, the vote
will have influence on the racial
setup in Texas. The voters approv-
ed a ban on school integration, and
interracial marriages, and favor-
ed interposition as a means of pre-
venting federal "encroachment"
on states rights.
U. S. Rep. Martin Dies, strongly
, conservative, won decisively in
his battle for re-election as cong-
!ressman-at-large. Dies polled 784,-
1364 votes.
like Signs Bill I Forrest City And Madison BriefsFor Nuclear- By LOUVENIA J. CLARK
Powered Ship
GETTYSBURG, Pa. — (INS)—
President Eisenhower signed leg-
islation Monday authorizing t h e
government to build its first nu-
clear-powered merchant ship at a
clear-powered merchant ship at a
cost of about 42 and a half mil-
lion dollars.
The measure provides that the
vessel must be capable of shippingcarry-
central trade routes of the world.
House supporters of the plan also
stated that a wholly new type
reactor will be developed for the
ship.
This would rule out the use of
atomic reactors already available.
Congress appropriated 24 and a
half million dollars to the Atomic
Energy Commission for develop-
ment of the reactor and for fuel,
and 18 million dollars to the Mar-
itime Commission for design and
construction of the hull and the




BIRTHPLACE, Va. — Congress
has appropriated $225,000 for the
Booker T. Washington centennial
commission, which is engaged in
a year-long celebration of the
100th anniversary of the birth of
the great Negro educator.
Purpose of the celebration, ac-
cording to the congressional cita-
tion is to "promote the spirit of
interracial goodwill and revive in-
terest in the practical policies,
programs, principles and philoso-
phies of Booker T. Washington."
Sidney J. Phillips, president of
the commission, said that by re-
viving the things Dr. Washington
stood for, national attention can
be focused on solutions to racial
.problems which have become acutein the past few yeprs.
Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools and the
Texas Education Agency. It is a
member of the United Negro Col-
LIBERAL ARTS
Basically, Bishop is a college
of liberal arts and sciences. In-
cluded in the curriculum of the ;
college is a division of Religion ;
and a division of Teacher Edo- I
es cation. The institutions general
0 curriculum is based on the basic '




Federal Judge John P. Barnes
denied a motion to postpone a
deposition hearing scheduled in
the 130-thousand dollar law suit
case against opera star Maria Cal-
las.
The deposition wa4 ordered for
Barnett Glassman, head of Zen-
ith Management Corporation who
wired his attorney from Rome say-
ing he could not appear because
of business pressures and illness.
Judge Barnes said he was not
impressed by Glaseman's argu-
ment and will rule Aug. 13 on a
, motion to dimiss the suit against
the fiery Italian diva.
The two are suing for 10 per
cent share of her earnings.
lege Fund, Inc.
ing, homemaking, business, mu-
sic, law, journalism, medicine and
social service work.
' Two degrees are conferred by
the college. The bachelor of arts
' degree is awarded to graduates
in the divisions of Humanities, So-
cial Sciences and Religion. In the
division of Education, Natural Sci-
ence and Mathematics and Busi-





In 1926 my mother died and my
father deserted me. I was shifted
from one aunt to another, never
feeling at home in any place. I
suffered, wearing old hand me
down clothes, and left overs. I nev-
er had any spending money. I fi-
nally married and I must say I
have a good husband. Suddenly
my dad turns up from nowhere.
Flat broke, and drunk. My hus-
band can't stand him around. He
picks fights and is always finding
fault. What can I do How can
I let my father die in a rooming
house? If I let him stay there is
Carlotta: going to be trouble with my hus-
band. If I don't I'll feel like I had
thrown nim in the river. Please
help me. I am a nervious wreck.
—Worried.
Dear Worried:
I hope you will read this over
I am all wet, wrong and heart-
less. But the best thing you can
give your dad is self respect, not
a handout. Your main obligation
is to your husband, not because
your father left you when you
I were a baby, but because you
married your husband. If you waist
to do something for your father,
and I am sure you do, take him
to A. A. and help him to get
103 PROOF CAVALIER
VodkVrellbuic
fm ef /ortici day coo/el!
To gel the best from yaw Vodka drinks, mix with
103 Proof Cavalit. ... latest Vodka sensation,
the only Vodka available at 103 proof.
Try it with tonic, a-tinkle with ice. Dis-
cover Cavalier's amazins .moothness, the
extra zes-t it brings to any drink. Well-bred,
unobtrusive antidote to heat ... Cavalier Vodka,
in the dramatic "ribbon V" bottle!
as American as the Rodeo
CAVALIER
the gYmt American VODKA
OBTILUD 5.10A1 AJAELCAN CtAIN • 103 P1001 • CONTI/100AL DISTILLING CORPOSATiON • PHILADELPHIA, PA,
OSLO — The coast of Norway is
fringed by about 150,000 islands
WASHINGTON — About 42 per-
cent of the world's total electrical
energy is produced within the
United States land limits.
U. S. SENIORS LOSE
DEATT,eidLE, France — (INS)—
The U. S. senhalla golf, team was
defeated by France, 5 to 4, in the
finals of the International Seniors
golf tournament at Deauville.
I know you are surprised to see
that you have a new scribe. Mrs.
Rubye Turner, who formerly re-
ported the news for you is leav-
ing our fair city soon, with hub-
by (A. V.) and their lovely chil-
dren, for sunny California. We
shall certainly miss them, for in
the eight years that they have re-
sided here they have made them-
selves so much a part of our
community's religious, civic, and
social life that it is hard to imag-
ine ourselves without them. But
we pause to dry a tear and wish
for them much success
piness.
B. C. William , instructor of
Agriculture at Lincoln High and
Isaac Crumbly, Arkansas St ate'
NFA secretary, have just return-
from Prairie View A SC M
college, where they attended the
Regional NFA meeting of the AL-
MOT (Ark., Louisiana, Mississip-
pi, Missouri, and Texas.) State
winners from Arkansas went in a
delegation from Pine Bluff, trav-
eling with the state winners from
Missouri. Our representatives re-
port a very successful meeting and
enjoyable trip.
St. Louis was well represented
here recently, with Mrs. Samuel
her daughter, Branda, and small
son, Aaron, who spent four days
visiting relatives and friends. Mrs.
Weaver is the daughter-in-law of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. West. Also of
St. Louis were Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Shelton and family, who visit-
ed their aunt, Mrs. Mattie Young.
Percy Malone was home recent-
ly visiting his mother, Mrs. Lois
Malone and grandmother, M r s.
Luana Hughes. He resides in Col-
umbus, Ohio, where he is employ-
ed as a civil engineer. Mrs. Irene
Drane and Phillip Wadley of Chi-
cago recently visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Williams. Mr. Wil-
liams has been ill for some time,
but we are happy to report that
he has improved considerably,
we wish for him a speedy re-
covery.
Mrs. Emma Barnes and small
daughter of Los Angeles, Calif.,
are in town for a short visit with
friends and relatives. Mrs. Barnes
is the daughter of Mrs. Amma
Bonner. So nice to have Mrs. Ar-
thur Carter home for awhile, she
brought her children do wn to
spend the Summer with her moth-
er, Mrs. L. E. Bargyh. They
make their home in Indianapolis,
Ind. We were all very happy to
see Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wither-
spoon and grandson, who are now
Living in Arizona.
Twenty-four boys and girls front
this county are enjoying a delight-
ful vacation at the State 4-H
Camp in Pine Bluff along with
their supervisors, Mrs. Carreath-
er Banks and John B. Clark and
their leaders, Mrs. Ethel Edwards,
Whitmore and Jim Smith, Madi-
son.
Myles C. Jeffers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers, has re-
cently returned from a very in-
spiring meeting of the National
Youth Conference of the Christian
Methodist church held at Mt. Olive
Cathedral in Memphis. My 1 a s
served as delegate from Lane
chapel cnurch. Others in attend-
ance were Rev. and Mrs. J. L.
Tellington, pastor of Lane Chapel
church, 3;rs. A. P. Suggs and M.
C. Jeffers, sr.
The St. Andrew Presbyterian
church, Rev. R. J. Christmas, pas-
tor, has just completed a very
successful week of Bible school,
with 41 children in attendance.
Miss Lauretta Dean served as
general chairman, with Mrs. R.
J. Christmas as co-chairman.
Teachers were, Mrs. T. N. Blount,
Miss Dorothy Chatman and Mrs.
Alice Fleming, music was conduct-
ed by Mrs. F. M. Jeffers, pian-
ist. The theme was "Making New
Discoveries of the Bible." Beauti-
ful art work was on exhibition at
the close, which was done in cor-
relation with daily lessons.
We express our deepest sympa-
thy to Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Wil-
liams, whose aunt, Mrs. Dosha
Williams, passed in Chestnut, La.
Thanks for letting me Come in
to visit with you this week, I hope




INDIANAPOLIS — (INS) — A
20-year-old escapee from the In-
diana Woman's prison was back
in the prison yesterday after three
ldays of freedom ended when a po-
liceman thought she was "too
young to be on the road."
She is Marybelle Hitchcock, of
Lafayette, who was serving a one-
to-10 year term after being found
guilty of forgery in Fountain coun-
ty May 23.
ers at its Indiana Harbor works
and 350 at its Chicago Heights
plant.
back on his feet. He needs to gain ,I
self-respect, ps I foresaid. Help
him to find a job, so he can pay
his way for a room somewhere,





Saturday, August 4 at 9 A. M.
Brownlee Hall LeMoyne College
All prospective freshmen who have not taken
The examination are required to do so prior
to entrance.







Don't miss this annual
dreds of bar gains for






room in your home at big
Shop in Air-Conditioned Comfort!
Store hours Monday 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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